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Abstract

A person is related to many different social groups, for example family, Protes-
tants or Ajax fans. A social group consists of a number of people who share
some characteristics, such as common goals or a set of norms. In that sense,
social groups define more or less the behaviour of the people who take on a role
within it. Being familiar with the social groups and their characteristics helps
to understand the actions of those people related to it.

However, when we are unfamiliar with a social group, we can easily misinterpret
the actions of its members. To familiarize a person with unknown social groups,
serious games using intelligent agents can be adopted. In the context of military
training, we develop a model capable of creating agents whose behaviour reflects
a number of different social groups. We aim at a method in which social groups
can be used as building blocks for an agent, such that with little effort different
agents can be created or a new social group can be added to the training.

Using models of Solomon et al. (2008) and Bulitko et al. (2008) as our inspira-
tion, we formalize a method to define role prototypes using beliefs, states, plans
and action effects. Based on how the actions of plans are expected to influence
the states of an agent, plan utilities are calculated. When multiple role proto-
types are used, weights are used in the calculation reflecting the importance of
each role based on both personal preferences as well as the current context of
the agent. In the end, the agent will perform the plan with the highest utility.

After having implemented this model, we show that agents created using social
groups as its building blocks are able to behave according to these roles. This is
done by using a small scale example within the military context. The agents not
only show the ability to decide which social group is most important, but also
combine behaviours of multiple groups simultaneously. Although our example
is too small to make any conclusive statements on the believability of these
agents, the first findings look promising.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

‘The individual has as many social egos as there are different social
groups and strata with which he is connected.’ (Sorokin, 1962)

Culture, religion, work, family or a sports club are only a few examples of
factors defining social groups in which a person can act out a certain role. As
each of such groups have their own norms and goals to which its members
are expected to adhere, certain characteristics for the roles that exist within
that group are laid down. Therefore, it is not surprising that an individual
is shaped by the social groups he is connected with and compelled to balance
the expectations of one group with those of another. Go to a football game or
church? Work late or go home for dinner? It is clear that the social groups
an individual feels connected to influence his or her behaviour, but how these
kinds of dilemmas are resolved depends on various factors.

For example, let us consider a religious sports fan who needs to decide whether
to visit church or go to a football match. If it concerns a sports fanatic, one
might expect him to go to the match. However, if he is part of a very religious
family, it is more likely for the person in question to go to church. Having
knowledge of the social groups of an individual helps us to understand the
motivations behind his actions, even allowing us to predict his behaviour in
some situations (Tomasello et al., 2005).

In turn, when we are unfamiliar with the social groups of an individual, it
becomes substantially more difficult to understand his behaviour and actions
can be misinterpreted. In this research we focus on the military, where soldiers
often need to interact with people of different cultures and customs. Misin-
terpreting the actions of individuals might even have lethal consequences for
both sides. This consideration as well as a growing emphasis on winning the
hearts and minds of local population in modern warfare makes it important
for soldiers to get familiar with handling social interactions in such situations
(McFate, 2005).
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Currently, training soldiers to become familiar with different social groups is
done sparsely for several reasons. For one, it is a new area in defence that was
long deemed unimportant. Another reason is that one of the few options avail-
able for training is through role-playing (Bennett, 1986). This then requires a
large number of people that need to assist in training only one or a few soldiers.
Furthermore, these people should be able to convincingly play a certain role
and might require training themselves. The result is a training session that is
both very cost-inefficient and difficult to organize.

To facilitate training for these types of scenarios, a recently proposed solution
is to use serious games (Susi et al., 2007; Michael, 2006). By creating cognitive
agents the number of real-life people required for training sessions decreases,
thereby increasing the cost-efficiency and ease of organisation. This research
focuses on a method to create cognitive agents who take on the role of a local
citizen in a military training scenario. Although agents have already been
created for a large variety of training applications, this specific case demands
a number of requirements discussed below that current agent implementations
do not meet.

Imagine a scenario in which a house needs to be searched and thus close inter-
action with the people inside is unavoidable. To train such a task, variation
between exercises is important to gain a deeper understanding of the differ-
ences that stem from differences in culture and customs (Zsambok and Klein,
1997). Therefore, it is necessary to facilitate easy creation of different agents.
Furthermore, culture plays a role, but it is not the only social aspect rele-
vant for behaviour. Religion, family ties and militia are all examples of factors
contributing to the specific actions of a person and incorporating them in the
cognitive agents hopefully adds to the realism of their behaviour. Moreover, it
would also allow for the trainee to experience different social groups, making
it possible to create effective and cost-efficient trainings.

If we are able to mix-and-match these social groups to our liking, we gain the
option to create various different agents by assigning a different combination
of roles an agent takes on. As we saw above, this raises friction between the
norms and goals of the different groups and existing agents are often not able to
cope with such dilemmas. Or, as Pokahr et al. (2005a) put it, ‘the cumbersome
task of ensuring that the agent will never process any conflicting goals at the
same time is left to the agent developer’. We aim to create a model in which
an agent is able to decide between conflicting goals. This would allow us to
create agents by only stating the roles it plays within certain social groups.

Therefore, we focus on modelling these roles as the building blocks for our
agents. Then, regardless of the combination of roles, an agent needs to gener-
ate behaviour even with possibly conflicting goals. If we are able to succeed
here, many different agents can be created quickly, facilitating the necessary
variations for training. In the following section, we state the specific research
questions and expand on their details. Afterwards, the research method is ex-
plained and the final section of this chapter gives on overview of the contents
of this entire document.
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1.1 Research questions

In this research, we investigate the possibility to define a cognitive agent by
combining roles of various social groups. With the ability to re-use every role
in any desired combination, many different agents can be instantiated using
a limited number of social groups and roles. As the basis of the agents is
the different social groups they are connected to, it is important to pay close
attention to how the roles within these groups are modelled. Furthermore, we
need to look at how we can combine these roles into one agent. This brings us
to our first research question.

Question 1
How can we model roles within social groups and define agents whose behaviour
reflects a combination of several (possibly conflicting) roles?

As we have seen, conflicts can occur and decisions have to be made regarding
which actions are going to be performed when multiple actions are available.
Thus, making combinations is not straightforward and solutions to resolve such
conflicts need to be researched. On one hand, this requires a method to prior-
itize certain plans over others, while on the other hand we should also inves-
tigate what factors affect this decision-making process. Therefore, our second
research question is two-fold.

Question 2
How can an agent decide between conflicting plans from different roles and
which factors affect this decision-making?

Finally, we need to evaluate the behaviour of our agents. If the actions per-
formed are not believable as behaviour a real-life person would exhibit when
related to the same social groups, using them for training purposes is useless.
Therefore, we expect a certain degree of realistic behaviour from these agents.

Question 3
Does an agent, created using the model described in this research, produce con-
vincing behaviour for the social groups it is related to?

Model requirements Besides answering the questions above, there are a
number of requirements we want our model to meet. These requirements stem
mainly from striving towards re-usability. We do not only want to create a
model in which an agent can reflect behaviour of different roles, we also want
these roles to be re-usable in different situations with a possibly different set
of roles. Therefore, we require that each role can be modelled independently
from other roles.

Furthermore, we strive for a model in which defining roles feels intuitive. A
certain relation between the model of a role and human psychology is therefore
desired. By having such a correlation, we expect to be able to incorporate
processes related to group behaviour within the same model.
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1.2 Research methods

The questions listed above are researched in the context of military training.
Virtual environments are already being used for training whereby agents are
used to simulate teammates, opponents or civilians. Real-life operations can
take place anywhere in the world, thus realism could be added by incorporating
local culture and religion into the agents. In other scenarios it might be useful
to create agents that either do or do not belong to a certain militia group. For
the moment, a house-search scenario is considered where the trainee needs to
decide whether or not the people inside the house pose a threat. By using social
groups and agents who are able to cope with conflicts between roles, different
situations can be created easily by altering the social groups the agents are
connected to.

To answer the first two of our research questions, we take a look at some
relevant previous research. Based on that research, we propose a model to
create agents whose behaviour reflects that of the social groups it is connected
with. During the development of this model, we need to consider both the
conflicts that can occur between social groups and the requirements we have
stated. As we consider these conflicts as being the major issue we need to solve,
related work is reviewed with this problem in mind.

After having defined the model, we need to evaluate the behaviour of agents
created with it. Therefore, the second step in our research is to implement the
model to see whether the model can be used for practical purposes. With this
implementation, an instantiation is made relating to the military house-search
training scenario. Using this instantiation we hope to be able to evaluate the
behaviour of agents connected to different social groups. For now, it will be
satisfactory to test the model at face value and consider whether future research
is appropriate.

1.3 Thesis outline

To better understand the background of this research, the following chapter
provides some more information on social groups, agents and relevant mod-
els for this context. The next three chapters comprise the main part of this
research. Chapter 3 introduces the model and its various components. An
implementation of this model is described in Chapter 4. Using this implemen-
tation, an example scenario is instantiated relating to military training. This
example and its results are written down in Chapter 5. In Chapter 6 a discus-
sion is given on all preceding topics. We finally answer our research questions
in Chapter 7 and give some pointers for future research.



Chapter 2

Background

In the previous chapter, we introduced the problem faced in this project and the
methods used for researching. We now focus on three different topics, providing
some background knowledge in order to better understand the choices that are
made in this research. First, a more in-depth explanation is given on what
social groups are, referring to categorization theory and prototypes. Next,
the research area of agent modelling is touched upon, highlighting some of
its important terms, theories and methods. The final section takes a look at
previous research combining social groups with agent systems.

2.1 Social groups

This thesis starts with a quote from Sorokin (1962): ‘The individual has as
many social egos as there are different social groups and strata with which he
is connected.’ The discussion on what exactly constitutes an individual is a
long standing one in the field of psychology. We will not concern ourselves
with this discussion precisely, but only with one of the major theories related
to this discussion, namely social identity theory. Tajfel (1972) first introduced
the concept of social identity as ‘the individual’s knowledge that he belongs
to certain social groups together with some emotional and value significance
to him of this group membership’, which served as a beginning of the social
identity theory.

The idea of this theory in a nutshell is that ‘a self-inclusive social category (e.g.
nationality, political affiliation, sports team) provides a category-congruent self-
definition that constitutes an element of the self-concept’ (Hogg, 1993). Break-
ing down this explanation, the first part states that we get an understanding of
our own nature which is in accordance with some social category. The second
part then notes that this understanding is only a part of the mental concept or
image we have of ourselves. In other words, social identity theory covers the
relationship between social categories (or groups) with our self-image.

5



6 CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND

Much work has been done to extend this theory in order to find the link be-
tween the self-concept formed with social categories and the cognitive pro-
cesses that underlie group behaviour. Self-categorization theory (Turner, 1985;
Turner et al., 1987) evolved from the social identity theory to explain group
behaviour. At the basis of this theory lies categorization, which is to ‘highlight
and bring into focus those aspects of experience which are subjectively mean-
ingful in a particular context’ (Hogg, 1993). Self-categorization theory states
that people can categorize themselves at different levels of abstraction. Most
important here is the level which defines social identity; the ingroup-outgroup
level. Categorization at this level evokes the so-called process of depersonaliza-
tion, which ‘brings self-perception and behaviour in line with the contextually
relevant ingroup prototype’ (Hogg and Terry, 2000).

It is thus possible for an individual to behave not according to his own per-
sonality, but according to some prototype of a particular group. In Turner
et al. (1994) this distinction is made explicit with the notions of personal and
social identity; here the first refers to ‘self-categories that define the individ-
ual as a unique person’, the latter ‘to social categorizations of self and others
[..] in terms of his or her shared similarities with members of certain social
categories’. It are these similarities that constitute a prototype, or, as Hogg
and Terry (2000) put it, the ‘cognitive representation of features that describe
and prescribe attributes of the group’, thereby referring to features that ‘max-
imize similarities within and differences between groups, [..] including beliefs,
attitudes, feelings and behaviors’.

Such prototypes of social categories serve as the basis for our model. People are
connected to a social group via the role they have in that group and ‘rapidly
internalize social norms about what their roles entail’ (Sunstein, 1996). We use
role prototypes to create representations of the roles a person can have within
a social group, using beliefs and behaviours relevant within that social group.
The problem we will face is captured well by Hofstede and Hofstede (2004):
‘As almost everyone belongs to a number of different groups and categories
at the same time, we unavoidably carry several layers of mental programming
within ourselves, corresponding to different levels of culture. [..] The mental
programs from these various levels are not necessarily in harmony.’ Here, we
can consider a method like depersonalization to resolve such conflicts, weighing
one role prototype against another such that behaviour remains consistent with
the contextually relevant prototype.

2.2 Agents

An important concept in the field of Artificial Intelligence is that of agents.
However, although the concept itself is very important, giving a clear descrip-
tion of an agent is problematic. Franklin and Graesser (1997) list over ten
definitions in order to formulate their own: ‘An autonomous agent is a system
situated within and a part of an environment that senses that environment and
acts on it, over time, in pursuit of its own agenda and so as to effect what it
senses in the future.’ The autonomy of an agent, the existence of an environ-
ment in which it acts and its personal motives for acting are aspects included
in most definitions.
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One often cited article by Wooldridge and Jennings (1995) tries to describe
an agent by providing an overview of several agent theories, architectures and
languages. A distinction is made between a weak and strong notion of agents.
Whereas the weak notion encompasses characteristics like autonomy, social-
ability, reactivity and pro-activeness, the strong notion pushes agents more
towards human-like entities ‘whose behaviour can be predicted by the method
of attributing belief, desires and rational acumen’ (Dennett, 1987).

Using similar definitions to the strong notion, many different types of agents
have been proposed. Russell and Norvig (1995) list four different types of
agents, each type increasing in complexity. In its simplest form, the agent has
a set of condition-action rules which state how to act in specific situations.
However, in some cases such rules are not sufficient and an agent needs to
be aware of previous perceptions in order to correctly identify the current
situation. Therefore, the second type of agent contains an internal state ‘in
order to distinguish between world states that generate the same perceptual
input but nonetheless are significantly different’. Both types of agents would
not suffice for our model; in our model, conflicts can occur and therefore simply
mapping actions to conditions is not possible.

The third type of agent is goal-based. Compared to the previous types, these
agents do not simply apply rules witch match the current situation, but take
into consideration whether or not these actions would help to achieve a current
goal. The difference is that this type of agent can generate different behaviour
using the same set of rules but with a different goal, thereby making this type
of agent much more versatile and a possible candidate for our model. The
fourth and final type of agent contains a function which assigns a numerical
value to differentiate between various actions that would each satisfy the same
goal, making this type of utility-based agent able to select the best course of
actions to satisfy a goal.

If we consider the goal-based agents, a structure that has served as a basis for
many agent-architectures is called the belief-desire-intention (BDI) structure
(Georgeff and Lansky, 1986; Bratman et al., 1988; Shoham, 1993; Rao and
Georgeff, 1995). Generally, beliefs describe information the agent holds true
about the world, while desires describe the motivations of the agent. Based on
the beliefs and desires, the agent generates an intention to perform a certain
action. This BDI-structure can easily be explained with a simple example; if
an agent beliefs it is going to rain and desires not to get wet, the agent has
the intention to take an umbrella. The close relation between these concepts
and natural methods of describing behaviour makes this BDI-structure popular
amongst agent-architectures (Norling, 2004).

Using goal-based agents becomes problematic if multiple courses of action can
lead to the same goal being satisfied. More relevant to our research, goal-based
agents often are allowed to pursue multiple goals, however these goals may not
be in conflict (Pokahr et al., 2005a). As an agent in our model is connected to
multiple social groups, we cannot guarantee his goals are not in conflict. Some
work has been done by Thangarajah et al. (2003a,b) in methods to detect
negative and positive interactions between goals, but such an approach would
not allow for the different groups to be modelled independently. To resolve such
conflicts, utility-based agents use some sort of function to assign numerical
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values to different actions. Such a function can also be used to distinguish
between actions from different social groups. Therefore, it seems appropriate
for our model to use a utility-based agent in order to resolve conflicts between
different social groups.

2.3 Relevant models

Using intelligent agents, various models to incorporate at least one social group
into an agent have been proposed. In this section we cover two distinct ap-
proaches by showing some examples. The first of these approaches uses notions
such as norms and obligations to model organisational structures. Agents are
supposed to obey these norms and obligations, but are allowed to break them
if appropriate. The second approach is more specific and focuses on modelling
a particular social group. Much of this work has focussed on training cultural
awareness and deals with creating agents to represent different cultures.

2.3.1 Normative agents

In multi-agent systems, multiple agents act within the same environment. As
one of the characteristics of an agent is autonomy, a problem of coördination
and coöperation between a group of agents rises. The notion of norms has
been borrowed from social psychology to help with this problem. In many
works norms (or a similar concept) have been used to guide the actions of
autonomous agents to create desired group behaviour (Jennings, 1993; Walker
and Wooldridge, 1995; Conte and Castelfranchi, 1995).

Early work in this field built norms directly into the agents, often as explicit
constraints (Conte et al., 1999b). However, Castelfranchi et al. (2000) proposed
an architecture in which agents are able to communicate norms, adapt norms
and violate these adapted norms. Although an extensive description is provided
on how norms can be communicated and adapted based on the reliability of the
communicating agent, little is said about how an agent comes to the decision
to violate a norm.

If we would decide to model our social groups as a set of norms and similar
concepts, conflicts can occur between these norms. Therefore, it is important
to take a closer look at norm violation. Although norm violation is mentioned
in numerous papers (Conte et al., 1999a; Dastani et al., 2009; Faci et al., 2008),
it is difficult to find any practical work done in this area. Therefore, despite
the usefulness of norms in organizing group behaviour and the many references
that are made to violating norms, a lack of research in ‘intelligent violation of
norms’ (Castelfranchi et al., 2000) drives us to look for a different approach.

2.3.2 Cultural models

Besides using norms as a way to mimic social groups, there are of course other
approaches possible. As already mentioned, most of this research focuses on
culture and training cultural awareness. The models mentioned here relate to
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culture, however as culture is a particular type of social group the models may
be applicable to our research.

The first models we describe are extensions of FAtiMA, an architecture incor-
porating emotions and personality (Dias and Paiva, 2005). This model is built
up in two layers, the reactive layer and the deliberative layer. The reactive
layer processes events and the deliberative layer plans the actions the agent
performs. Both Aylett et al. (2009) and Mascarenhas and Paiva (2010) ex-
panded this model to create agents for an educational program. They added
symbols and rituals to capture a culture. Symbols express how certain actions
are interpreted by that culture, while rituals contain a sequence of actions
specific to that culture. Furthermore, both models used cultural dimensions
from Hofstede and Hofstede (2004) to further specify a culture. Although these
models did create a way to model cultures independent from the agent itself,
we do not expect this approach to be useful. For one, to model social groups
in general, we cannot use such cultural dimensions. Secondly, rituals capture
sequences of actions which have some significance in that culture. However, we
want to capture behaviour which reflects a social group, but is still directed to
achieving the goal of an agent.

Taylor and Sims (2009) follow a different approach. Their architecture, named
the Cultural Cognitive Architecture, uses schemas and appraisal theories of
emotion. Schemas are a hierarchical representation of interactions and ap-
praisal methods are used to evaluate observed interactions on different emo-
tions. Based on these emotions, subsequent actions are chosen to fit within
the current schema. A downside of this architecture is that it currently only
consists of a theoretical framework. Not many processes have been formalised
and with no preconception on how to implement this model we decided not to
use this approach.

Solomon et al. (2008) describe a model of Culturally Affected Behaviour (CAB).
Here, culture is modelled as a network of actions affecting states. The actions
that can be performed affect a certain (mental) state of the agent, for example
the action to give a Muslim agent alcohol would decrease this agent’s view that
the person giving hem alcohol is observant of Islam. This effect is expressed
as a numerical value as is the intrinsic utility of a state which reflects the
importance of that state for the agent. Thus, when an action is performed, the
current utilities of the agent’s states are changed. With these current utilities
a Socio-Cultural Satisfaction (SCS) is calculated whereby intrinsic utilities are
used as a weight for the respective state.

Bulitko et al. (2008) use this SCS as a value to assess whether or not an agent
can be trusted to keep his promises. If this trust is low, the corresponding
effects of his promises are not considered in deciding future actions. Further-
more, they show it is very easy to incorporate different factors such as emotion
or personality in calculating which actions to perform next. Therefore, we feel
it would be possible to model social groups similar to the way cultures are mod-
elled here. Based on a combination of SCS-like values of these social groups,
an agent should be able to decide on future actions.





Chapter 3

Model

In this chapter, we describe a model capable of combing multiple roles of social
groups into one agent. Using the architecture described in Bulitko et al. (2008)
as a source of inspiration, states and action effects are used as a method to
select plans. Situational information is described using beliefs as they are used
in traditional BDI-architectures. Using these notions, we propose a model
aimed to define role prototypes which can be combined on demand and still
produce consistent behaviour.

To explain this model in detail, and to illustrate the importance and conse-
quences of various aspects, we first sketch a context in which this model can
be applied. Throughout the chapter, various examples are given to illustrate
the model. These examples were created to be intuitively coherent and values
have been set to reflect relative differences. We do not claim that these values
have any real grounds, as this would need further research.

With this context in mind, the section thereafter explains in more detail how
a role of a social group can be shaped to fit within this structure. The second
part of this chapter shows how an agent is created by combining multiple role
prototypes and explains other details relevant to the agent itself. Afterwards,
it is explained how observations are processed using inferences from different
roles in order to deliberate on which plan to perform as explained in the final
section.

Example scenario Consider a military training scenario in which a trainee
takes command of a small group of men to search a house. One important
decision to be made beforehand is to either follow a soft-knock or hard-knock
approach. Whereas the latter refers to the case where the house is entered by
force and strict guidelines exist on how to proceed, the soft-knock approach
brings about close social interactions for which strict guidelines are hard to
define. It is such a soft-knock house-search scenario which we use here to
illustrate our model.

11
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The examples relate to the locals inhabiting the house to be searched. Various
social groups can be considered to play a role, one of the most basic being that
of a person, providing us with a generic social group to model basic behaviours.
This basic behaviour can then be expanded with groups like family, Islam or
a militia group. One agent can also be related to multiple of these groups,
as for example an agent with both family- and militia-ties might face difficult
decisions when face-to-face with an enemy soldier. Here, it is reasonable to
expect the actual behaviour to depend on the other agents present being either
family members or fellow militia soldiers.

3.1 Social groups as role prototypes

The main notion of our model is that of social groups. An agent consists of a
combination of different roles he fulfils in these social groups, as for example
an agent can be connected to the groups person, Islam and family via the roles
adult, man and man respectively. These roles produce the behaviour of our
agent and are modelled in so-called prototypes. Therefore, in this section these
prototypes will be explained in great detail. Definition 1 below specifies the
different components of a prototype. These components will be explained in
separate sections afterwards.

Definition 1 (Role prototype)
A role prototype r is a tuple 〈P,Br, SU , E, F 〉, where P a set of plans, Br a
set of required beliefs, SU a set of intrinsic state utilities, E a set of action
effects, and F a set of partial multivalued functions from an observation to
belief and/or state transitions.

3.1.1 Plans

Every prototype contains its own set of plans. A plan consists of a sequence of
actions and (optionally) any preconditions. One example plan of an adult per-
son might be to open the door, which would consist of the action move_to(door)

followed by open(door). A militant might have a plan to shoot at the enemy
with only one action, shoot(enemy). Both plans would need a precondition
attached to it, since shooting without a weapon is not possible and a door
cannot be opened if it already is open. We created an image for the plan to
open the door, shown in Figure 3.2(a).

Definition 2 (Plan)
A plan p ∈ P is a tuple 〈Bp, A〉, where Bp ∈ Br is a (possibly empty) set of
beliefs that serves as preconditions for the plan and A a sequence of actions to
be performed.

3.1.2 Beliefs

According to Rao and Georgeff (1995), ‘beliefs can be viewed as the informative
component of system state’. In our model, this is no different; beliefs represent
information about the world. For a Muslim woman a belief is available on
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whether she is veiled or not; or for a militant soldier a belief may denote if
he is carrying a weapon. Another type of belief might be, in this case for a
family man, the name of his wife. Which beliefs are required by each prototype
are defined beforehand, however the actual value or content of the belief might
be changed at any time and is not given here. Figure 3.1(a) shows how we
visualize a belief.

Definition 3 (Belief)
A belief b is a representation of some piece of information about the world the
agent holds for being true.

Definition 4 (Required belief)
A required belief br ∈ Br is belief that is required for a certain role prototype
and therefore needs an initial value assigned, though this value does not have
to remain the same.

3.1.3 States

States are closely related to beliefs, but carry a slightly different meaning.
Furthermore, they are the driving force behind plan selection and are therefore
very important in the model. The term state is first used in the Culturally-
Affected Behaviour project where they are described to ‘decode states of the
world [..] and have intrinsic utility values that represent the relative importance
that the human behavior model has for the state weighed against other states’
(Solomon et al., 2008). In Bulitko et al. (2008) such a state is described as ‘an
attribute of the problem-solving state that has some intrinsic utility / concern-
value to the agent’. Thus, whereas states also carry some information about
the world, their presence (or absence) have a value to the agent.1

Definition 5 (State)
A state sU ∈ SU is a tuple 〈s, Ui〉, where s is the name of a mental attribute
of which the presence (or absence) has a particular intrinsic utility Ui.

The difference with beliefs is that states constitute a more mental concept,
where beliefs represent information about the world. In our model, these states
do not relate with agents, but with roles of social groups and thereby represent
the importance of certain states for that social group. If we take for example
the Islamic religion, decency is very important for women. Not wearing a veil
in the presence of non-family members would give a Muslim woman a feeling of

wife name

(a) A belief

curiosity
-1

(b) A state

Figure 3.1: Visualisation of a belief and a state

1Note that a state does not refer to a particular configuration of the agent, unlike other
approaches where a state describes a particular configuration of information.
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indecency that should be avoided. Thus, decency (state) has a high importance
(intrinsic utility) for a Muslim woman.

Let us consider two different, more general examples; threat and curiosity. Both
are states that every person might sometimes feel. If someone knocks on your
door, you might get curious about who is there. If you find a soldier standing
there with his gun pointing at you, this could invoke a feeling of threat. In
both cases, actions to decrease the presence of that state are preferred, which
implies these states have a negative intrinsic utility. In a situation in which
both threat and curiosity are present, it is more probable for a person to prefer
any action that decreases threat over an action that decreases curiosity. From
this we can derive that threat has a higher (more negative) intrinsic utility
than curiosity. The state curiosity is visualized in Figure 3.1(b), where it is
decided to give it an intrinsic utility of -1 compared to an intrinsic utility for
threat of -3.

Definition 6 (Intrinsic utility)
An intrinsic utility Ui ∈ R is a value representing the intrinsic utility associated
with a particular state relative to other states in that prototype.

3.1.4 Action effects

Plans are composed of a number of actions for which certain results are ex-
pected. One type of effect we might expect is a change in one or multiple
states, which will be modelled as action effects. To give an example, the plan
to open the door contains the action open(door). By performing this action,
we anticipate to see whoever knocked on the door, thereby decreasing our cu-
riosity. Similarly, some actions might have an effect that increases a state; a
Muslim woman who veils herself increases her decency.

Actions have an effect on a certain state; moreover they also have a degree in
which they affect that state. Consider the situation in which you are part of
a militia and someone knocks on your door. This poses a small threat, but
by getting yourself a weapon you expect this feeling of threat to decrease as
you are better able to defend yourself. If a moment later you are eye-to-eye
with the soldier, a much larger threat is present. You will try to eliminate this
threat by shooting at the enemy, with the anticipation of hitting the enemy
and thereby removing the threat. Thus, the effect on the experienced threat
level of shooting the enemy is larger than that of getting a weapon.

Figure 3.2(b) shows two action effects. The first has a negative effect on a
state with a negative utility. The second has a positive effect on a state with
a positive utility. From this we can derive that both actions have a desirable
effect on the states. In the first case an undesired state is decreased, in the
second a desired state is increased.

Definition 7 (Action effect)
An action effect e ∈ E is a triple 〈a, x, s〉, where a is an action, x a value in
the range [−1, 1] representing the degree and direction of the effect and s ∈ SU

a state.
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open door

door open
false

move_to(door)

open(door)

(a) A plan

veil +0.4 decency
+3

open(door) curiosity
-1

-0.8

(b) Two action effects

Figure 3.2: Visualisations of a plan and two action effects

3.1.5 Observation function

In the previous section, it is mentioned that shooting the enemy has an expected
effect on threat. However, the actual effect depends on whether or not the shot
reaches its target. This means there is a difference between the expected action
effects and the actual effects. These actual effects are defined in the observation
function, which describes the actual effects for an observation based on the
current beliefs about the world. Therefore, observation functions are more
detailed and context dependent than the previously described action effects.

To make this more clear, consider the militia group again. Here we expect
some threat from the door opening, as the enemy might be on the other side.
However, when the door actually opens, threat might not be affected when a
friend stands there, or rise very quickly when not just one enemy but an entire
army is discovered. Furthermore, functions might take into account certain
conditions. Take for example the Islamic religion where it is indecent for a
woman to be unveiled in the presence of non-family members. Here, decency
only decreases if the woman is unveiled, otherwise decency remains unaffected.

As may have become clear, observation functions are specific for a particular
role. Above, we looked at the effects of seeing a soldier with respect to a role
within the militia group, but for a regular person seeing a soldier might not be
that threatening and different inferences are made.

Observation functions are not only relevant for states, but also describe effects
on beliefs. For example, if we observe the door being opened, the respective
belief needs to be adjusted. This type of effect is also described in the observa-
tion function. Thus, observation functions describe in detail the actual changes
in beliefs and states based on the current beliefs and observations. Due to this
level of detail it is hard to visually represent the actual function and where
necessary such functions will only be described textually.

Definition 8 (Observation function)
An observation function f ∈ F generates for a particular observation the actual
effects on beliefs b ∈ Br and/or states s ∈ SU , based on the situation at hand.
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3.2 Agents as a combination of role prototypes

In the previous section, we described all the components of a role prototype.
In this section we combine such prototypes into an agent. An agent is thus a
collection of any number of roles. But an agent contains modifiers to regulate
the importance of the different roles as well. More is said about these modifiers
after we have defined an agent. Finally, to create an agent, we need to initialize
the different states and beliefs by providing an initial configuration of values.

Definition 9 (Agent)
An agent is a tuple 〈R,MS ,MD, Bc, Sc〉, where R is a set of role prototypes,
MS a set of static modifiers, MD a set of dynamic modifiers and Bc and Sc

the current values for the different beliefs and states required by the roles.

3.2.1 Role prototypes

An agent is composed of multiple roles from various social groups, which are
modelled as role prototypes. These prototypes have been sufficiently covered
above and further extension here is unnecessary. Figure 3.3 shows how such
prototypes might look. The prototypes shown are two simple examples of roles
from social groups relevant to our context. For the remainder of this chapter,
these two prototypes are used to define an agent. This agent, named Abdullah,
is also connected to two other social groups (Islam and family), which for now
remain empty.

Figure 3.3(a) shows the prototype of an adult person. Available actions include
moving to the door and opening it. There is one action effect: opening the
door decreases curiosity. Relevant states in this group are curiosity and threat,
whereby threat has a higher importance and both states are undesired. There
is one belief required: stating if the door is open. Finally, there is one plan
to open the door which has as a precondition the door should be closed and
contains a sequence of two actions.

Similarly, Figure 3.3(b) shows the prototype of a member of a militia group.
Here, only one state is relevant: threat. Opening the door increases the threat,
but getting a weapon or shooting the enemy lowers the threat. There are two
beliefs: if a weapon is carried and if an enemy is present. There are two plans
of which the first contains the action to get a weapon, with a precondition of
not having a weapon. The second plan is not shown to decrease the size of the
image, but contains the action shoot(enemy) with a precondition of having a
weapon.2

3.2.2 Modifiers

As just mentioned, an agent contains modifiers. There are two types of mod-
ifiers, static and dynamic ones. Static modifiers define the relative intrinsic

2Keep in mind that the action effects shown are only subjective to the agent. The actual
effects of an action are described in observation functions which are not shown here.
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Person - adult

open(door) curiosity
-1

move_to(door) threat
-3

door open

open door

door open
false

move_to(door)

-0.8

open(door)

(a) Social group ‘Person’, role ‘adult’

Militia - soldier

open(door)

get(weapon) threat
-3

weapon

get weapon

weapon
false

move_to(weapon)
-0.2

get(weapon)

+0.4

shoot(enemy)
-0.8

enemy present
shoot

move_to(weapon)

(b) Social group ‘Militia, role ‘soldier’

Figure 3.3: Visualisation of two role prototypes

importance of roles for the agent. They state whether an agent feels more con-
nected to one role over another. Dynamic modifiers are based on the context
and are calculated on the fly and play an important role in the agent. Based
on these modifiers a weight is calculated for each role prototype, which is used
later on for processing observations and calculating plan utilities.

Static modifiers

An agent can be related to various social groups via different roles. However,
just as any person does not feel equally connected to all his social groups, an
agent can differentiate between each of his roles. This is modelled by defining
a set of modifiers which describe the relative importance of each prototype.
Below, Figure 3.4 shows these static modifiers as a value next to each social
group and role. For this agent, each role is of the same importance.

Definition 10 (Static modifier)
A static modifier mS ∈ MS is a tuple 〈r,m〉, where r ∈ R is a role prototype
and m ∈ R a set value representing the relative importance of role r to other
roles r′ ∈ R of that agent.
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Dynamic modifiers

Another set of modifiers is the set of so-called dynamic modifiers. The moti-
vation for adding these modifiers comes from the process of depersonalization,
which states that those groups that are relevant for the current context are
highlighted. This process is mimicked by calculating a real-time modifier for
each social group. Which factors affect this modifier exactly requires further
research, but it is clear that there is an effect of the context on the importance
of the different roles.

Let us consider a method of calculating this dynamic modifier based on the
social groups of each of the agents present, thereby raising the importance of
those groups that you share with other agents and lowering the importance of
those that are not shared with any agent.3 To highlight those roles of social
groups that are present, we might set the modifier for each role to the total
number of agents that are connected to the same social group that role belongs
to. If it is not shared with any agent, the modifier is simply 1.

To give an example how the method above would work out, consider a scenario
in which a group of three agents constitutes a Muslim family with the male
parent being Abdullah as described above. Here, the social groups person, islam
and family are shared by all three agents, resulting in a dynamic modifier of
3. On the other hand, the group militia of Abdullah is not shared with any of
his family members, which gives it a dynamic modifier of 1.

Definition 11 (Dynamic modifier)
A dynamic modifier mD ∈MD is a tuple 〈r,m〉, where r ∈ R is a role prototype
and m ∈ R a value subject to change based on the context and representing the
relative importance of role r to other roles r′ ∈ R of that agent.

3.2.3 Configuration

The content or values of the beliefs and states required by the various role
prototypes can change over time. Thus, when creating our agent, we need to
decide on a set of values for the initial configuration of these beliefs and states.
Afterwards, the observation functions of the different role prototypes will keep
these values up-to-date. This configuration of the agents consists of the current
beliefs and the current states, both explained below.

Current beliefs

Each role prototype requires certain beliefs, which can be used as preconditions
for plans or information required in those plans. The agent needs to have a
certain valuation for these beliefs. For example, a belief stating whether or not
the door is open requires the content of whether or not that agent beliefs the
door is open. The initial values of such beliefs needs to be set manually, after
which they are kept current by the observation functions.

3Note, this is only an example of how we might factor in the context of the current agent
for its behaviour reflecting its different roles.
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Definition 12 (Current belief)
A current belief bc ∈ Bc represents the current valuation of the agent for a
belief. Initially for every b ∈ Br for every role r ∈ R a value is given.

Current states

Besides the beliefs required by the roles, each prototype also defines utilities for
certain states. For these states it is required to define the current value. For
example, does the agent start out very curious, not curious at all or somewhere
in between? This current state is represented by a value between 0 and 1, where
higher values represent a greater presence of the state. This current utility for
each state defined in the role prototypes are initially set in the current states.
During runtime, these values are updated by the observation functions defined
in each prototype.

Definition 13 (Current state)
A current state sc ∈ Sc is a tuple 〈s, Uc〉, where s is a state and Uc ∈ [0, 1]
a value representing the current utility associated with that state. Initially for
every s ∈ SU for every role r ∈ R a value is given.

To give an example of some of the initial values an agent can be given, consider
the agent Abdullah. He can initially carry a weapon and have a feeling of threat
as part of his initial settings. Another, more complete set of initial values is
shown in Figure 3.4. Here, he does not carry a weapon and there is also no
feeling of threat.4 Furthermore, the different roles of the agent are shown as
well as the static modifiers related to these prototypes.

Abdullah

Person - adult 1

Family - man 1

Islam - man 1

Militia - soldier 1

threat
0.0

curiosity
0.0

door open
false

weapon
false

enemy present
false

Figure 3.4: Visualisation of ‘Abdullah’, an agent with initial configuration

3.3 Processing within the agent

Above, we have defined all of the static concepts of our model. Having defined
these, it is now time to look at the different processes that need to take place

4Note that the states do not have an intrinsic value, as this value is already defined in
the prototype itself.
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Figure 3.5: An overview of the processes within an agent

within an agent when he is used in a particular scenario. We need to consider
the processing of observations as well as the method to select a certain plan
for execution. However, before we explain how these processes work exactly,
we first need to explain the notion of a prototype weight.

Figure 3.5 shows an overview of the different interactions within the agent dur-
ing the various processes. The image shows the different concepts explained in
the previous section as well as some new ones which are explained below. Some
of these concepts are grey, meaning they are static and do not change through-
out the lifetime of an agent. Lines going from one concept to another imply a
certain process taking place. If multiple of such lines come together depicted
with an arc between them, this indicates each of the originating concepts is
involved in the same process. Furthermore, the prototype shown in the image
stands for the entire set of prototypes of that agent. In the following sections
we highlight and explain those areas related to a single process; calculating
prototype weights, observation processing and plan deliberation.

3.3.1 Calculating prototype weights

The static and dynamic modifiers are used to regulate the importance of the
different prototypes. This is done by calculating a weight for each role. This
weight represents the importance of a particular role prototype, relative to the
other roles and based on both the context and the relative importance the
agent assigns to each role.

We need a method which can be used to calculate a weight w for a single
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Figure 3.6: Agent process of calculating prototype weights

prototype of an agent (See Figure 3.6). For example, a method would be to
first multiply the static modifier mS with the dynamic modifier mD to get the
prototype modifier. The prototype weight can then be calculated by dividing
this prototype modifier by the sum of all prototype modifiers. Consider agent
Abdullah being at home with his wife and child; the groups person, family
and Islam get a dynamic modifier of 3 (3 agents with that role) and militia a
dynamic modifier of 1 (only the agent itself is related to that group). As each
static modifier is 1, the dynamic modifiers are equal to the prototype modifiers,
giving a total sum of 10 for the prototype modifiers. Thus, the prototype weight
for person is 3/10 and for militia 1/10.

This is only one example of how a weight can be calculated. Just as we do not
claim to know how the dynamic modifiers and the context relate, more research
is required to find which formula provides the best combination of static and
dynamic modifiers.

3.3.2 Observation processing

An agent needs to be reactive to his environment and therefore needs to be
able to process at least some input. In this model, such input comes from
observations for which each role prototype makes certain inferences. These
inferences can modify beliefs and states, after which the agent might decide
to execute a particular plan. However, there is the problem of different social
groups an agent is related to, making different inferences on the basis of the
same observation. In this section, we first describe how a single inference is
made and processed and then look at the situation where multiple roles make
conflicting inferences.

A prototype can define two types of inferences via the observation functions;
inferences on states or on beliefs. We refer to this output of the observation
functions as the set of belief transitions BT and the set of state transitions ST .
These transitions contain information on how a belief or state should change
according to that prototype, for example the belief door_open becomes true
or curiosity decreases by 0.8. Figure 3.7 shows the part of the agent relevant
for observation processing. Here we see that each prototype generates such
sets of transitions, which are applied to the current beliefs and states, using
the prototype weights.
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Figure 3.7: Agent process of observation processing

State transitions

State transitions, similar to action effects, provide either a positive or negative
effect on a certain state as well as its degree. This state transition then needs
to be applied to the current utility of that state, where we need to consider
the prototype weight of the role that makes this inference. For example, the
observation of a door knock increases curiosity by 0.8 according to the prototype
‘adult person’. The actual effect applied will be 0.8 transformed by a formula
using the weight that belongs to that prototype at that point in time. If we
continue with the example of Abdullah at home with his wife and child, with his
initial curiosity at 0.0, the result will be that curiosity rises to 0.0+0.8∗3 /10 =
0.24.

Abdullah is not only an adult person in our example, but also part of a militia.
The observation of the door knock increases threat by 0.2 according to the
prototype ‘militia soldier’. If we have an initial value of 0.0 for threat, the final
value of threat here is 0.0 + 0.2 ∗1 /10 = 0.02.

There can be a conflict between various prototypes making different inferences
on the basis of the same observation. This provides no problems here, as each of
the state transitions already incorporates the relevant prototype weights. These
weights increase and decrease the relative importance of each state transition
and we can thus simply apply each state transition. If, in the example given
above, a different prototype would have inferred curiosity should decrease by
the same amount, we apply both effects. Depending on the weights of the two
prototypes, curiosity either increases, decreases or remains unaffected.
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Belief transitions

When a prototype infers a certain belief should change on the basis of a partic-
ular observation, we simply apply this change. For example, the militia group
makes the inference that the observation get(weapon) results in the belief
weapon being true.

However, when different prototypes infer different changes to a single belief, we
cannot simply apply each of them. This would cause the belief to be changed
multiple times, thereby ending up with the effect of the last applied belief
transition, ignoring all previously applied changes. As we cannot use each
transition, we would like to use the most relevant one, which we can retrieve
by comparing the prototype modifiers of the groups making the inferences. We
can then apply the transition originating from the prototype with the highest
weight.

Imagine Abdullah opens the door and sees a soldier. From his militia role an
inference can be made about this person being an enemy, however, from the
family-role, a different inference can be made about this same person being a
guest. Whether Abdullah would infer the soldier being an enemy or a guest
depends on which role is most important in that moment.

3.3.3 Plan deliberation

At this point, we are able to model role prototypes for social groups, com-
bine them into an agent and process observations. Although plans can have
preconditions, multiple plans can still be applicable within the same situation.
Therefore, we need to define a method to select only one plan for execution.
Furthermore, prototypes can be modelled independently from each other, which
makes prioritizing plans impossible; we cannot simply prioritize a plan from
one social group over that of another role.

The method to select one plan will be based on a calculation of plan utilities
after which the plan with the highest utility is selected for execution. This
algorithm will be explained in several steps and is shown in Figure 3.8. First,
a list PA is made of all plans applicable at that time. Afterwards, a simulated
set of states SP is generated for each plan. Finally, a utility Up is calculated
for each plan and the plan with the highest utility gets selected for execution.
The sections below explain each of these steps in more detail.

Applicable plans

The first step in plan deliberation is to create a list of those plans that can
actually be executed at that point in time. Each plan might have one or more
preconditions associated with it and when these are not met, the plan cannot
be applied. Thus, every time the agent starts deliberating which plan is going
to be selected, each precondition is checked against the current beliefs and only
those plans for which every precondition is met are going to be considered in
the deliberation.
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Figure 3.8: Agent process of plan deliberation

If we consider the situation agent Abdullah is in after someone knocked on the
door, two plans can be executed. He can open the door as it is closed, and he
can get a weapon as he does not carry one yet. The plan to shoot the enemy
cannot be applied, since he neither has a weapon nor is there an enemy present.

Simulate action effects

States are given an initial utility in the agent configuration and can be changed
via observations. Plans contain actions for which action effects on these states
might be defined in a prototype. Although these effects are only subjective and
do not constitute the actual effects, plans are prioritized on the basis of which
plan is expected to bring about the best results. In other words, which plan
increases desired states and decreases undesired states the most? Therefore,
we need to simulate the action effects for each of the applicable plans.

This process is similar to the one for observation inferences. We consider the
weight of the prototype that brings about the action effect and adjust the state
by a function on the effect and the corresponding prototype weight. This is
done for each of the action effects, after which the state utilities reflect what
the agent expects the situation to be after having performed the plan.

Continuing with the example of agent Abdullah (page 22), consider the plan
to open the door. First, the action move_to(door) has no effects. The other
action, open(door) has an effect in both the person and the militia group. In
the person group curiosity is decreased by 0.8, and in the militia group the
threat increases with 0.4. With our prototype weights still being 3/10 and 1/10
respectively, this results in curiosity decreasing again to 0.24 +−0.8 ∗3 /10 = 0
and threat rising further to 0.02 + 0.4 ∗1 /10 = 0.06. Regarding the plan to get
a weapon, the only effect is a decrease of threat by 0.2 in the militia group. In
this case, the result would be curiosity remaining 0.24 and threat decreasing
to 0.02 +−0.2 ∗1 /10 = 0.
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Plan utilities

The next step is to compare the effects of the different plans. This is done
in two steps. First we evaluate the results in each prototype separately, after
which these results are combined into a single plan utility.

To score the effects of a plan on the current state utilities, we want to compare
the states as they were with the states as they are expected to be after having
performed the plan. To be able to compare this score with other prototypes,
we cannot use an absolute value of change, as this might be on an entirely
different scale as another prototype. Therefore, we score the change in states
relative to the range in which it can be. We will use the term prototype utility
to refer to the state utilities multiplied by their intrinsic values.

Let us first calculate the range of the prototype utilities for the militia group
as it only has one state, threat. It has an intrinsic utility of -3 and is thus
undesired. Thus, when threat is maximal (=1), our prototype utility will be
minimal at -3. When threat is minimal (=0), this prototype utility will also be
0. The range of prototype utilities is thus [-3,0]. In other words, the minimum
of this range is the sum of all prototype utilities of states which are undesired,
while the maximum equals the sum of all desired states. For the person group,
this range of prototype utilities is [-4,0], as the intrinsic utilities of the undesired
states (curiosity & threat) sum up to -4 and there are no desired states relevant
within this group.

The next step is to place the prototype utilities before and after the execution
of the plan within this range and calculate a relative change. State utilities
are at 0.24 for curiosity and 0.02 for threat. Regarding the person group, this
gives a sum of prototype utilities of 0.24 ∗ −1 + 0.02 ∗ −3 = −0.3, which is at
a relative position of −0.3−−40−−4 ∗ 100 = 92.5%. For militia the calculations are

0.02 ∗ −3 = −0.06, which is at a percentage −0.06−−30−−3 ∗ 100 = 98.0%.

Performing similar calculations for the state utilities as they are expected to
be after having executed a plan gives us the results as shown in Table 3.1. For
each role, we can now look at the change in this prototype utility, consider the
prototype weight and calculate a weighted change. Summing up these weighted
changes results in the final plan utility. Here, the selected plan would be to get
a weapon.

Open door Get weapon
Person Militia Person Militia

Initial 92.5% 98.0% 92.5% 98.0%
After 95.5% 94.0% 94.0% 100.0%

Change +3.0% −4.0% +1.5% +2.0%
Weight 3/10

1/10
3/10

1/10

Plan utility
0.9 −0.4 0.45 0.2

0.5 0.65

Table 3.1: Calculating plan utilities





Chapter 4

Implementation

The previous chapter described in detail the model to combine role prototypes
into one agent. In order to evaluate the performance of this model, we first
need to make an implementation. Here, we describe the process of implemen-
tation and the various decisions we made along the way. The following section
describes the architecture of the system, the different components that are im-
plemented and the software that is used. Afterwards, the implementation of
each component is covered individually.

4.1 Architecture

Figure 4.1 shows an overview of the architecture that is used for our implemen-
tation. Our agents, which are created according to our model, communicate
with a mediator. This mediator takes care of generating observations based on
the actions of our agent as well as actions performed by a user via an interface.
We make use of two possible interfaces; the first is a custom made interface
using South Park1 visualisations, while the second is a commercial game-like
environment called Virtual Battlespace 2 (VBS2)2.

Mediator
gui

actions

observations

South Park 
interface

VBS 2
HLA

Agent

java

Figure 4.1: Global architecture of implementation

1South Park is an American animated TV-series created by Trey Parker and Matt Stone;
http://www.southparkstudios.com/, 08-08-2011.

2VBS2 is a game produced by Bohemia Interactive Simulations;
http://www.bisimulations.com/products/vbs2, 16-07-2011.
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4.1.1 Software

The software we use is described hereafter, but let us take a look at the archi-
tecture again. Both the agent and the mediator will be implemented as agents
in Jadex. The South Park interface will also be implemented using Jadex and
the interfacing capabilities provided by Java. Finally, we will shortly describe
what VBS2 is and the high level architecture (HLA) it uses for communication.

Jadex

Jadex is introduced by its developers as ‘a software framework for the cre-
ation of goal-oriented agents following the belief-desire-intention (BDI) model’
(Pokahr et al., 2005b). It makes use of a combination of Java and XML tech-
nology to combine middleware and reasoning systems to create a complete
platform for deploying rational agents (Braubach et al., 2005).

Figure 4.2 shows the architecture that is used for Jadex. It clearly shows an
adoption of the BDI structure, with concepts such as beliefs, plans and goals.
Furthermore, events can be caused by each of these concepts as well as by
external messages. Based on these events, a plan is selected which in turn
causes its own events and outputs messages to an external environment.

A Jadex agent is defined in a so-called agent definition file (ADF), which uses
XML to define the various elements of an agent. Beliefs for example are defined
in an element <beliefs/> and can contain both single beliefs and sets of beliefs.
The actual content of a belief is a Java-object, which can range from simple
objects such as integers to custom created Java classes. The plans modelled
in the ADF refer to separate Java files containing the code that should be
executed when the corresponding plan is selected, which provides a large degree
of freedom in programming plans. Different types of plans are available as well
as pre- and context conditions that should be met in order for the plan to be
applicable.

6 Lars Braubach, Alexander Pokahr and Winfried Lamersdorf

FIGURE 1. Jadex abstract architecture

4.2. Architecture Overview

In Fig. 1 an overview of the abstract Jadex architecture is presented. Viewed from the
outside, an agent is a black box, which receives and sends messages. Incoming messages,
as well as internal events and new goals serve as input to the agent’s internal reaction
and deliberation mechanism. Based on the results of the deliberation process these events
are dispatched to plans selected from the plan library. Running plans may access and
modify the belief base, send messages to other agents, create new top-level or subgoals,
and cause internal events. The reaction and deliberation mechanism represents the only
global component within Jadex. All other components are contained in reusable modules
called capabilities.

4.2.1. Agent Definition. To create and start an agent, the system needs to know the prop-
erties of the agent to be instantiated. The initial state of an agent is determined among
other things by the beliefs, goals, and the library of known plans. Jadex uses a declarative
and a procedural approach to define the components of an agent (see Fig. 2). The plan
bodies have to be implemented as ordinary Java classes that extend a certain framework
class, thus providing a generic access to the BDI specific facilities. All other concepts
are specified in a so called Agent Definition File (ADF) using an XML language that
follows the Jadex meta-model (described in [26]) specified in XML schema and allows
for creating Jadex objects in a declarative way. Within the XML agent definition files, the
developer can use expressions to specify designated properties. The language for these
expressions is Java extended with OQL constructs that facilitate e.g. the specification of
queries. In addition to the BDI components, some other information is stored in the def-
inition files such as default arguments for launching the agent or service descriptions for
registering the agent at a directory facilitator.

The reaction and deliberation mechanism is generally the same for all agents. The
behaviour of a specific agent is therefore determined solely by its concrete beliefs, goals,

Figure 4.2: Jadex architecture (Braubach et al., 2005)
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Another feature of Jadex is that of creating capabilities. Capabilities can be
used to group closely related concepts of an agent into one module. It is defined
similar to an agent via an ADF. When an agent should be able to use such a
capability, it is imported into its ADF, after which it is able to use whatever
is defined in the capability. For example, the capability to move around in a
certain environment can be defined separately, after which each agent able to
move around in that environment incorporates that capability.

Finally, Jadex uses application files to start the agents. In this XML-file,
different applications can be defined by stating which agents need to be started
when that application is run. Arguments can be given for each agent in each
application, thereby allowing to set or change beliefs of that agent for that
particular application.

South Park interface

One of the interfaces we are using for our implementation is a custom made
South Park interface. It is created using native Java methods and uses cartoon-
like images resembling the South Park style. As we implemented it ourselves
using Jadex, it is made to fit our needs. Agents are visualized with static images
which can change to reflect the current state of the agent. A user can perform
actions via a set of buttons, these actions as well as those of the agents are
visualized using simple text output. The exact implementation of this interface
is described in a later section.

Virtual Battlespace 2

To create a realistic interface focused on military scenarios, we make use of Vir-
tual Battlespace 2 from Bohemia Interactive. On their website, the software is
described as a ‘robust and flexible VBS2 virtual environment with scenario ed-
itors, a development suite (for terrain and 3D model import) and an integrated
HLA/DIS gateway’.3 With a large collection of realistic military content, it is
a well-suited environment to visualize military scenarios.

High level architecture VBS2 incorporates support for the high level ar-
chitecture (HLA). HLA is an architecture that is created for ‘reuse and inter-
operation of simulations’ (Dahmann and Morse, 1998). The basic idea is that
different simulations connect in a federation, where information can be shared
which is defined in the Federation Object Model (FOM). The only requirement
is that the simulation uses the objects, attributes and interactions that are
defined in the FOM.

3http://www.bisimulations.com/products/vbs2, 16-07-2011.
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4.2 Agent

4.2.1 Role prototypes

To implement the role prototypes, we make use of the capabilities of Jadex.
Each prototype is implemented as a capability, which an agent can import
if it is related to a social group via that role. With this approach, we can
implement our roles as if it were agents. The following sections describe how
each component of a prototype is implemented.

Beliefs

The first part of a prototype consists of the beliefs relevant to the social group.
Recall for example the belief if the door is open or if the agent is carrying a
weapon. This can be implemented using the regular approach for modelling
beliefs in the Jadex ADF. An example is shown below for the belief door_open.
It is defined as an abstract belief, such that it is required to be initialized by
the agent that incorporates this role.

<beliefref name=" door_open">

<abstract/>

</beliefref >

States

States are defined as a combination of a unique name and an intrinsic utility.
Furthermore, a role prototype can contain multiple of those states and therefore
is implemented as a so-called beliefset in which an arbitrary number of Jadex-
beliefs can be stored. Note that this beliefset does not contain ‘real’ beliefs
as defined in our model, but is used to implement states. The state names
are retrieved from an ontology as are the intrinsic utilities. To differentiate
between various concepts in the ontology, states are preceded by the letter
S and intrinsic utilities by the letter U. Using this approach, we ensure that
different roles use similar states. Modelling is simplified by providing options
to set the intrinsic utility of a state to a low, medium or high value (either
positive or negative) without having to consider the actual numerical value.
Below, the two states of a person are shown as defined in the ADF.

<beliefset name=" intrinsic_utilities" class ="Tuple">

<fact > new Tuple(

Ontology.S_CURIOSITY , Ontology.U_NEG_LOW)

</fact >

<fact > new Tuple(

Ontology.S_THREAT , Ontology.U_NEG_HIGH)

</fact >

</beliefset >
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Plans

A plan consists of a sequence of actions and as well as any conditions that need
to be satisfied in order for the plan to be applicable. Remember Jadex refers
to a Java file for the actual plan contents. The ADF of the prototype will
therefore contain this reference and the conditions of the plan. The Java file
of the plan will contain the code to perform the plan. An example of a plan in
an ADF is given below.

<plan name=" open_door">

<body class =" OpenDoorPlan "/>

<trigger >

<goal ref=" perform">

<match >

"open_door ". equals(

$goal.getParameter ("plan "). getValue ())

</match >

</goal >

</trigger >

<precondition name=" door_open">

!( $beliefbase.door_open)

</precondition >

</plan >

In the first line, the plan is given a name. Afterwards, the body class refers
to the actual Java file (in this case OpenDoorPlan.java) containing the plan
actions. The plan triggers on a perform goal which has a parameter containing
the name of the actual plan that needs to be performed. Thus, this parameter
needs to match its name. Finally, there is a precondition stating that the belief
door_open should not be true.

If we now take a look at the file OpenDoorPlan.java and consider the plan
contents, we find one important line. This is the line which contains the list of
actions that need to be performed within this plan. Again, an ontology is used
to maintain consistency in the actions, whereby locations are preceded by the
letter L and actions are not preceded by any letter. The remainder of the plan
contains code to send these actions to the mediator and await the response.
Finally, there is one more method implemented in each plan to retrieve the
actions of this plan. This method is used elsewhere as explained in a later
section.

static String [] actions = {

Ontology.MOVE_TO(Ontology.L_DOOR),

Ontology.DOOR_OPEN };

Action effects

Action effects define the ‘subjective effects’ of actions on states. Similar to
the states, these are implemented as a set of beliefs. A new class is created,
ActionEffect which holds the action, the effect and the affected state, but
also some other values which are added by the agent and described later on.
Again, an ontology is used to get the actions and model the effects using low,
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medium and high values and either being negative or positive. Action effects
defined in the ontology are preceded by the letter E.

<beliefset name=" action_effects" class =" ActionEffect">

<fact > new ActionEffect(

Ontology.DOOR_OPEN ,

Ontology.E_NEG_HIGH ,

Ontology.S_CURIOSITY)

</fact >

</beliefset >

Observation inferences

To get the observation inferences of a social group, we made the decision to put
these rules into a separate plan for each role prototype. Using this approach
it is possible to define the inferences with the level of detail that is required
for them. Therefore, a goal and plan are added to each prototype. The goal
process_observation is created by the agent when an observation is made
and triggers the plan to generate the inferences in each prototype. The goal
has two parameters, first the observation for which inferences should be made
and second the resulting inferences which are added by the role prototype when
the plan is finished.

<achievegoal name=" process_observation">

<parameter name=" observation" class =" String"/>

<parameter name=" result" class ="Set" direction ="out"/>

</achievegoal >

<plan name=" process_observation">

<parameter name=" observation" class =" String">

<goalmapping ref=" process_observation.observation "/>

</parameter >

<parameter name=" result" class ="Set" direction ="out">

<goalmapping ref=" process_observation.result"/>

</parameter >

<body class=" InferencesAdult "/>

<trigger >

<goal ref=" process_observation "/>

</trigger >

</plan >

Thus, the actual observation inferences are created in a plan. This gives us the
flexibility to use for example current beliefs as conditions for certain inferences.
We can thus state that seeing a person as a Muslim woman only decreases
decency when the woman is unveiled. To describe the actual inference, a custom
class Inference is written. This class contains a specifier to describe the type
of inference; state or belief. The second argument is the target of the inference,
that is the state or belief that is affected. Finally, the effect is provided, which
is a degree of effect in the case of a state inference and the new contents of
the belief in case of a belief inference. Below is a part of the observation
inferences a Muslim woman might have, where it is described that the decency
decreases when she is unveiled and sees a soldier, and that her belief about being
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veiled becomes true when she veils herself, which simultaneously increases her
decency.

private Set <Inference > getInferences

(String obs , String argument) {

Set <Inference > result = new HashSet <Inference >();

if(obs.startsWith(Ontology.SEE)) {

if(argument.equals(Ontology.O_SOLDIER )) {

if( !( (Boolean) getBeliefbase ().

getBelief (" veiled "). getFact ())

) {

result.add(

new Inference (" state",

Ontology.S_DECENCY ,

Ontology.E_NEG_LOW ));

}

}

} else

if(obs.equals(Ontology.VEIL)) {

result.add(new Inference ("state",

Ontology.S_DECENCY ,

Ontology.E_LOW ));

result.add(new Inference (" belief",

"veiled",

true ));

}

return result;

}

4.2.2 Agent

This section describes how an agent is implemented. This includes the relation
to social groups, modifiers and the initial configuration, but also the observation
processing and the plan deliberation are implemented in the agent. The first
three are either defined in the ADF or the application file, which is described
below. The observation processing and plan deliberation are performed during
the agent deliberation cycle, which is implemented in a single plan that is
active continuously until the agent dies. This deliberation cycle is described
afterwards.

Role prototypes

An agent is foremost defined by the combination of social groups it is connected
to. Therefore, every agent that has a different combination of social groups and
roles within those groups requires a new ADF. Within this file, we can import
those roles that are required under the name we want the group to have. Agents
are assumed to be connected to the same group if the role prototypes are
imported under the same name. Therefore, it is possible to connect different
roles within one group, but also to use the same roles within different groups
as illustrated below.
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For example, we can say that islamman is part of the social group called islam.
In another agent, we might define that islamwoman is also part of the social
group islam, thereby having related both agents to the same group, but with
a different role. On the other hand, we can model an agent having the role
familyman within the social group family. Then, another agent also having
the role of family man, but in a differently named group, would not be related
to the same social group as the first agent. Thus we can define multiple social
groups, using the same roles. Below is an example of an agent connected to
four social groups.

<capabilities >

<capability name=" person" file="adult"/>

<capability name=" family" file=" familyman "/>

<capability name="islam" file=" islamman"/>

<capability name=" militia" file=" soldier"/>

</capabilities >

Modifiers

Both the static and dynamic modifiers are modelled as a set of beliefs. The
static modifiers need to be defined beforehand, but the dynamic modifiers will
be calculated at runtime. Defining static modifiers can be done in two ways.
The first option is to put them in the ADF, a second option is to define the
modifiers in the application file. By setting the modifiers in the ADF, we create
an agent with permanent modifiers for his groups. With the second approach,
modifiers can be added depending on the requirements of the scenario.

By default, each of the agents is connected equally to each social group with a
modifier of 1. The example shown below has one static modifier of 0.7 for the
militia group, decreasing the importance of that group a little. The method of
adding modifiers using the application file is covered in the next section.

<beliefset name=" static" class ="Tuple">

<fact >new Tuple(militia , 0.7)</fact >

</beliefset >

<beliefset name=" dynamic" class ="Tuple">

</beliefset >

Initial configuration

Each agent needs to be given an initial configuration of the beliefs and states
used in its roles. To initialize the states, we use a new beliefset called current_utilities.
Again, we can either define the beliefs in the ADF or in the application file.

Say we are creating agents for a specific scenario; the initial utilities for each
state are the same in each case. Therefore, we might decide to define these
values in the ADF. Let us initially consider an ideal situation for each agent
and set those states that are desired at their maximum and those that are
undesired at their minimum. As said, this is done in a new beliefset, which uses
tuples of a state with a current utility. Below, the relevant part for initializing
utilities of the ADF is shown.
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<beliefset name=" current_utilities" class ="Tuple">

<fact >new Tuple(Ontology.S_THREAT , 0.0)</fact >

<fact >new Tuple(Ontology.S_CURIOSITY , 0.0)</fact >

<fact >new Tuple(Ontology.S_THREAT_FAMILY , 0.0)</fact >

</beliefset >

The second part consists of initializing the beliefs required for each prototype.
In order to allow the creation of different scenarios by changing some of the
initial beliefs, we do not need to define them in the ADF and can use the
application file to set different beliefs for every instance of the agent. This is
done by adding arguments to the agent, containing the name of the belief and
the value that the belief needs to be set to. Below, a snippet is shown of the
application definition where a regular family resides in the house. Each agent
within the scenario is instantiated as a certain type, which refers to the ADF
of an agent. Similar to setting beliefs, we can set modifiers using the names of
the corresponding beliefset.

<application name=" Family: man , woman , child">

<components >

<component type=" Mediator" name=" Mediator"/>

<component type=" FamilyMan" name=" Ubaydullah">

<arguments >

<argument name=" door_open">

false

</argument >

<argument name=" wife_name">

"Nusrah"

</argument >

<argument name=" wife_present">

true

</argument >

</arguments >

</component >

<component type=" FamilyWoman" name=" Nusrah">

<arguments >

<argument name=" door_open">

false

</argument >

<argument name=" child_name">

"Qabeel"

</argument >

<argument name=" child_present">

true

</argument >

<argument name=" veiled">

false

</argument >

</arguments >

</component >

<component type=" FamilyChild" name=" Qabeel"/>

</components >

</application >
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Figure 4.3: Agent activity diagram

Deliberation cycle

After having defined our agent, it can be used in an application. On starting
the agent, a plan is started which initializes the agent. In this plan, informa-
tion from each of its roles is retrieved and is saved together for convenience
in a separate class AgentData. When this is done, a request is sent to the
mediator-agent requesting to join. Plan deliberation is started upon receiving
confirmation from the mediator. After having selected a plan for execution,
the actions are performed and observations are received and processed. Then
a check is made whether the agent is still alive and if so, plan deliberation
starts over. Otherwise, the agent will be terminated. This process is shown in
Figure 4.3.

Plan deliberation The process of plan deliberation is implemented as de-
scribed in the previous chapter. The actions for each plan are simulated, the
change in utility for each group is measured and then multiplied by the weight
of that group to sum up to a final plan utility. The output of our implemen-
tation that corresponds with the example of plan deliberation given in the
previous chapter is shown below.

The implementation contains a threshold (defined in the ontology) which states
the minimal utility for a plan to be selected. If each plan results in a lower
utility, the agent will do nothing until it made a new observation and will
deliberate again. For now, this threshold has been set to 0 such that only
plans get selected that result in an increase of overall state utilities.

---------------------------------------------

| Plan deliberation Abdullah:

---------------------------------------------

Retrieving current state utilities:

| threat_family: 0.0

| curiosity: 0.24000000000000005

| threat: 0.02

Retrieving dynamic modifiers:

| person: 3.0

| islam: 3.0

| family: 3.0

| militia: 1.0
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Retrieving applicable plans:

| person.open_door

| family.protect_wife

| militia.get_weapon

Calculating plan utilities:

| family.protect_wife: 0.0

| person.open_door: 0.5

| militia.get_weapon: 0.65

Dispatching goal:

| militia.perform get_weapon

Plan execution By dispatching the goal to perform the get_weapon plan
of the militia group, the actions for that plan are sent to the mediator agent
one by one. The feedback from the mediator tells whether or not the action
was successful. If it was, the next action is sent; if it was not, the plan is
terminated without performing the remaining actions. When all the actions
have been performed, the cycle continues with processing the observations.

Observation processing During plan execution or directly after, observa-
tions can be received. These observations are processed following the descrip-
tion in the previous chapter. For each prototype of the agent, a goal is created
to get the inference for an observation. The resulting inferences are gathered
by the agent after which the effects are applied. If there are any conflicting
belief inferences, only the one inference of the role with the highest weight is
applied, ignoring the others. For state inferences, each effect is multiplied by
the weight corresponding to that role prototype after which the resulting effect
is applied. The output generated after the door knock has been observed is
shown below.

---------------------------------------------

| Observation processing Abdullah:

---------------------------------------------

Observation ‘door(knock)’

| curiosity: 0.0 + 0.24000000000000005

| threat: 0.0 + 0.02

Dead or alive The final step in the deliberation cycle is a check whether or
not the agent is still alive. This has been implemented as a belief in the social
group ‘person’ (as each agent is person). If an observation is made that the
agent has been shot, an inference is made to change the belief alive to false.
Before starting plan deliberation again, the value of this belief is checked and
if it is false, the agent will be terminated.
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4.3 Mediator

The mediator-agent takes care of all communications. It is able to receive
actions agents wish to perform, it can send back observations to the agents,
but is also able to connect with an interface to communicate with a user. The
implementation of each of these tasks is explained below.

4.3.1 Actions

Whenever an agent wants to perform an action, this action is sent to the
mediator. This is then implemented using the notion of a service available in
Jadex. The general idea is that our mediator provides a service where an agent
can ask to perform a certain action, after which the mediator will return the
success of this action. The first step is to create the actual service and make
sure that each agent can use this service. For an agent to use a service, we need
to add the following code to the ADF, stating that it needs a service called
mediator, implementing the IMediatorService interface.

<services >

<requiredservice

name=" mediator" class =" IMediatorService "/>

</services >

The next step is to add to our mediator-agent an implementation of this me-
diator service. Therefore, we add a similar line of code to the ADF of the
mediator, creating a service with a corresponding Java file which implements
the IMediatorService.

<services >

<providedservice class =" IMediatorService">

new MediatorService($scope)

</providedservice >

</services >

Within this service, we define a method called doAction, which takes as its
input the action and the agent that wishes to perform the action, and returns
a reference to the future which eventually contains whether or not the action
was successful. There are a number of other methods defined that the agent
can use. For example, this is where the agent can connect with the mediator
and join the corresponding environment. Furthermore, the agent can request
the social groups of the other agents present using this service. Each of these
methods dispatches a goal within the mediator agent to perform the request.
A reference to this goal is returned, such that on completion the agent can
retrieve the results.

The method to perform an action is to search for a corresponding Java file,
based on the interface used and the type of action. The interface guides the
search to a particular package corresponding with the interface used, whereas
the action is mapped to a Java file via a mapping defined in that package.
For example, the action open(door) using our custom South Park interface is
looked up in a file called Mapping.java within the package for that interface.
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The snippet below shows how this action maps to a file called OpenDoorAc-
tion.java, which contains the actual code to perform the action specific to the
interface used.

public static String getMapping(String action) {

if(action.startsWith(Ontology.MOVE_TO )){

return "MoveAction ";

} else {

if(action.startsWith(Ontology.DOOR_OPEN )) {

return "OpenDoorAction ";

}

}

4.3.2 Observations

Both the actions of the user and the agents can evoke certain observations.
How these observations are generated depends on the interface used. With the
interfaces we use, there are two methods to generate observations. The first
one is based on the actions the agent performs, the second is via Java event
listeners which react to certain events that result in an observation.

As each action is mapped to a specific Java file, we can define which observa-
tions are made when this action is performed. To achieve this, we use a custom
method sendObservation. This method takes as input the observation and
optionally the agent to which it needs to be sent. If no agent is provided, the
observation is sent to each of the agents that joined that mediator.

Another approach is to use listeners which react on certain events within the
interface. These listeners are then executed and can send observations using
the same method as above. The difference here is that it is not the action of
the agent that causes the observation, but events within the interface.

4.3.3 Environment

As mentioned earlier, our implementation can use two interfaces as an envi-
ronment. Each environment requires different code for the execution of actions
and the generation of observations. Therefore, the mediator makes use of a
belief which defines the package in which it can find the environment specific
code. For example, if we want to use our South Park interface, we provide the
following belief referring to the stub package which contains observations for
each action.

<belief name=" actions_import" class =" String">

<fact >"nl.tno.jadex.sg.mediator.stub"</fact >

</belief >

4.4 Interface

For a user to interact with our agents, an interface is required. We established a
connection for our agents with two different interfaces. First, a custom South
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Figure 4.4: Screen capture South Park interface

Park interface is used which gives us great flexibility. Second, a connection
with Virtual Battlespace 2 is made adding more realism to the interactions.

4.4.1 South Park

The South Park interface is a simple Java based interface containing three
panels. One panel shows the agents and their actions; a second panel shows
the environment and an overview of all the actions; a third panel provides the
possible actions the user can perform. Figure 4.4 shows a screen capture of
this interface in action.4

Agent actions

Whenever an agent performs an action, this is displayed both in the agent
panel and the environment panel. Furthermore, the appearance of the agent
can be changed with a few basic parameters to support the action performed.
The agent can be given a weapon or candy, it can express a number of basic
emotions like anger, joy or panic and a woman can wear a veil.

Figure 4.5 shows a couple of examples of what an agent can look like. Finally,
actions performed by the agent might affect the possible actions of the user. For
example, when an agent protects another agent, the user is not able to shoot
the protected agent as there is someone standing in the way. Observations
caused by the agent actions are defined in the action definitions.

4Images for this application are created using http://sp-studio.de, 05-07-2011.
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(a) Man, angry, weapon (b) Woman, panic, unveiled (c) Child, happy, candy

Figure 4.5: Examples of different appearances for the agents

User actions

A user performs actions by clicking the corresponding buttons in the control
panel. Some of these actions are generic, while others relate to a specific agent.
This is visualized using coloured borders matching agents with actions as well
as naming the agent on the button. Each of these buttons is assigned a lis-
tener which reacts on the button being clicked. This creates an observation for
either all the agents or just one and is displayed in the environment panel. Fur-
thermore, an action might cause the environment image to change or different
actions for the user to be available.

4.4.2 Virtual Battlespace 2

A second interface that is used is Virtual Battlespace 2 (VBS2), a game-like
environment that provides a HLA interface for communication. To use such
an interface, we first need to create a Federation Object Model (FOM), con-
taining the objects and interactions we would like to transfer between both
simulations. When this is done, we need to implement in both environments
the necessary code to use this FOM. How this interface looks to the user is
shown in Figure 4.6.

Agent actions

For the actions of each agent, we need to call corresponding methods defined
within the FOM. How these actions are carried out in VBS2 needs to be im-
plemented using that software and is not of our concern here.

User actions

Whenever an agent performs an action within VBS2 this is picked up via the
definitions within the FOM. Therefore, listeners are created that react to such
activations in the FOM. Depending on which object or interaction is activated,
these listeners can send the appropriate observations to the relevant agents.
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Figure 4.6: Screen capture VBS2 interface

VBS2 programming

Incorporating the HLA connection within Jadex is quite straightforward. Un-
fortunately, the same cannot be said for VBS2. Efforts to implement a few
simple interactions resulted in numerous problems. Foremost, support for HLA
within VBS2 is very limited. Basic interactions, such as locations of agents are
available via the FOM, but expansions of the FOM are difficult to link to agents
within the simulation. The problem is that the agents created in the scenario
to represent the Jadex agents are of a type that are only able to handle the
most basic FOM. Therefore, actions stemming from Jadex need to be linked
globally to VBS2 entities as they cannot be matched to single VBS2 entities
due to their limited FOM. This requires defining each action for each agent
separately and thereby making the implementation less scalable. With our
implementation we showed it is possible to create a connection between Jadex
and VBS2, but due to the difficulties with expanding the possible actions we
did not use this interface further.



Chapter 5

Application

So far, we have created and implemented a model to define agents as combi-
nations of role prototypes of social groups. The next step is to evaluate the
final product. This final product contains the implementation of the necessary
concepts in Jadex and a South Park interface to visualize the action. What we
need to do is create scenarios in which a conflict arises between social groups
within an agent and force our agents to make difficult decisions. After having
instantiated our model, we present the resulting behaviour of our agents in
three different scenarios.

5.1 Instantiation

We continue with the example used in the previous chapters for the instan-
tiation of our model. In the next section, we highlight the conflicts we like
to create in this house-search scenario and which different actions we expect.
Afterwards, details for each of the role prototypes relevant to our agents are
covered. We confine ourselves to explain the prototypes as they are used for
our application, a discussion on creating this instantiation can be found in the
next chapter. Note that this instantiation is created for illustrative purposes
only; we do not claim that these values are a realistic representation of the
social groups themselves.

Context As described in Chapter 3 (page 11), we consider a military train-
ing context in which a trainee needs to search a house. More precise, we look
at the case where a so-called soft-knock approach is used where initially no
force is used to enter the house, but the residents are asked for their permis-
sion. Therefore, when the door is closed, the trainee will knock on the door,
which will be the first observation for our agents. After this, we consider three
scenarios.

In the first, a regular Muslim family consisting of two parents and a child is
present in the house. An adult person would like to open the door. However,
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the Muslim woman is unveiled and opening the door is not decent for Muslim
women. Thus, will her Muslim role prevent her from opening the door, and
instead veil herself in preparation for a non-family member behind the door?
The man however will open the door, after which each of the agents observe
an armed soldier. How will the family respond to this soldier? Will the child
curiously approach the soldier, will someone panic or will the family protect
each other? Will the family ties cause the agents to protect each other?

The second scenario is slightly different, as the man of the house is also part of
a militia group. Normally, such a militant soldier would prepare himself to fight
the enemy when there is a possible encounter. A door knock is a probable sign
for an encounter, creating a conflict for the family man. Should he open the
door or get ready for a fight and will his family members behave any different?

In the third scenario, we take the family man from the second scenario, but
instead of his family more militia soldiers are present in the house. Does this
change of context cause the agent to make different decisions?

5.1.1 States and their intrinsic utilities

The first thing we consider in modelling our prototypes is which states are
relevant in this scenario. By looking at the different possible observations and
actions, we try to find states which can explain the desired behaviour.

For example, the first observation of our agent is that of a door knock. As a
person, we would like to know who knocked on the door. Therefore, the action
to open the door could be caused by the curiosity of a person to find out who is
on the other side of the door. The child in our scenario can become interested
by the soldier, which is also caused by the curiosity of the child towards this
unknown person.

On the other hand, seeing an armed soldier could be threatening, making a
person scared or even want to attack the soldier. Whichever action resolves
from this state, threat does play a role in our scenario. If we consider the family
group, it is not only the threat that is important, but the threat towards
family members as well. We defined this as being a different state, named
threat family.

We already mentioned being unveiled is indecent for a Muslim woman, where
indecency is the state that is relevant within the Islam for women. Considering
the militia group, again threat seems to be the relevant state. As a soldier of a
militia, the enemy is a threat which is preferably eliminated. Thus, attacking
the enemy is grounded in a desire to remove the threat.

Table 5.1 shows an overview of the different prototypes and states. Within
this table, a number of +s or -s is used. These express whether or not the
state is desired and the importance of the state. For example, curiosity is an
undesired state of medium importance, while decency is a desired state of high
importance.
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Person Person Family Family Islam Militia
adult child man woman woman soldier

threat --- --- ---

threat family -- ---

curiosity -- --

decency +++

Table 5.1: Relevant states and their intrinsic utilities

5.1.2 Plans and their action effects

The second step is to look at the plans the agents are able to perform. We
first create a list of plans where we consider to which of the roles the plans are
attached, the conditions that are required for the plan to be applicable and
finally the actions which constitute the plan. Afterwards, we investigate the
action effects that each of these actions has for the different prototypes.

Table 5.2 gives an overview of the plans we consider in this scenario. An adult
can open the door, whereas a child can investigate some unknown object. For
the family role we define plans such that the husband will protect the wife and
the wife will protect the child. Finally, a Muslim woman can veil herself and a
militia soldier has plans to get a weapon and shoot the enemy.

Plan Social group Condition Actions

open door Person - adult door open: false move to(door)
open(door)

investigate Person - child unknown: not empty move to(unknown)
investigate(unknown)

protect wife Family - man wife present: true move to(wife)
protect(wife)

protect child Family - woman child present: true move to(child)
protect(child)

veil Islam - woman veiled: false veil(true)
get weapon Militia - soldier weapon: false move to(weapon)

get(weapon)
shoot Militia - soldier enemy present: true shoot(enemy)

Table 5.2: Plans and their conditions and actions

The conditions are only used to specify requirements for the plan to be appli-
cable. To open the door, the door should be closed; to protect your wife, she
should be present; to shoot the enemy, you need a weapon. We do not specify
any conditions which restrict the plan to be only applicable in those situations
where we would like the plan to be chosen. For example, we do not specify
that a soldier should only protect our wife if indeed the threat on the family
is high. This type of decision needs to come from the effects stemming from
the actions; if an agent should not perform that plan, it should not receive the
highest utility during deliberation.
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To guide our agents in their plan selection, we define the action effects as they
are expected for each role as shown in Table 5.3. To give an example, as a
person we expect to decrease our curiosity by opening the door. Therefore, it
is reasonable to expect a person to open the door after having observed a door
knock. However, viewed from the militia group, opening the door increases
the threat anticipating an enemy on the other side. Here, we find a conflict
between two prototypes; as a person you would like to open the door, as a
militia soldier you would not.

If we look at the child and consider the plan to investigate something unknown,
two action effects are relevant; that of moving towards something unknown and
investigating it. Although the investigation has an expected effect to decrease
curiosity, moving towards it can be threatening. With this technique of mod-
elling, the agent will only perform the plan when the desired effects outweigh
the negative effects expected within the plan.

Furthermore, it might have caught the eye that both the Muslim woman and
the militia soldier have an action effect for opening the door, while none of
their plans contain that action. Similarly, a family man has an action effect
for shooting, while none of its plans require this action. This is also not a
requirement; with these action effects, we only state that an agent connected
with that group via that role is less likely to perform a plan containing that
particular action.

Person Person Family
adult child man

open(door) curiosity: ---
investigate(unknown) curiosity: --

move to(unknown) threat: +
protect(*) threat family: --
shoot(*) threat family: +++

Family Islam Militia
woman woman soldier

open(door) decency: -- threat: ++
veil(true) decency: ++
protect(*) threat family: --

get(weapon) threat: -
shoot(enemy) threat: ---

Table 5.3: Actions and their action effects

5.1.3 Observations and their inferences

The final modelling step is that of describing the observation inferences. Ta-
ble 5.4 shows for each prototype the corresponding observation inferences. The
same notation using +s and -s is used to write down the direction and degree
of certain inferences. In case a new belief is inferred, the name of the belief
is given as well as the new value for that belief. Finally, using an italics font,
conditions are given for certain inferences.
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For the majority of the action effects described in the previous section, a cor-
responding observation inference can be found. However, there are a few more
observations and inferences that have not appeared in the action effects. For
example, the initial door knock creates a number of inferences, as does seeing
an armed soldier when the door is opened.

Person Person Family
adult child man

knock(door) curiosity: +++
open(door) curiosity: ---

door open: true
see(soldier) threat: + curiosity: + threat family: +

unknown: soldier

Family Islam Militia
woman woman soldier

knock(door) if not veiled: threat: +
decency: -

open(door) threat: ++
see(soldier) threat family: ++ if not veiled: threat: +++

decency: --- enemy present: true
veil(true) decency: +

veiled: true
get(weapon) threat: -

weapon: true

Table 5.4: Observations and their inferences

5.1.4 Scenarios and their agents

Having completed all the definitions for the prototypes, we can combine them
into a number of agents. Recalling the proposed scenario and variations, we
need five different agents. For the first variation we need a family man, -woman
and -child. In the second variation we replace this family man with one that
also is connected with a militia group giving us a fourth type of agent. In the
last variation, the family woman and -child are switched for two similar militia
soldiers, a fifth type of agent.

Table 5.5 shows an overview of the different agents. We created six agents
of which the last two are the same. The first two agents, Ubaydullah and
Abdullah, represent the family man of which Abdullah is also connected with
a militia group. Nusrah and Qabeel are the family wife and -child respectively.
Finally, Taymullah and Khadim are two militia soldiers. Furthermore, we
added empty roles for both the family and Islam group. This is to make sure
that some agents do belong to those groups, which in turn affects the behaviour
of other agents via the dynamic modifiers.

The bottom half of Table 5.5 shows the configuration of agents for the three
different scenarios. The first two scenarios contain a family, whereas the third
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scenario contains a group of militia soldiers. Each agent is initialized with un-
desired states being absent and desired states at their maximum. Furthermore,
no agent is carrying a weapon, no agent is veiled, the door is closed and each
role is equally important to each agent. Beliefs relating to family names or
family members being present are set according to the specific scenario.
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Prototypes

Person - adult X X X X X
Person - child X
Family - man X X

Family - woman X
Family - empty X
Islam - woman X
Islam - empty X X X

Militia - soldier X X X

Scenarios

Family X X X
Family, 1 militia soldier X X X

Militia, 1 family man X X X

Table 5.5: Agents, their prototypes and the scenarios

5.2 Scenario results

We start each of the scenarios described above. Using the South Park interface,
we simulated a knock on the door and awaited the response of the agents.
Each of the following sections describes the actions of the agents in one of the
scenarios. Throughout the remainder of this section, pieces from the log files
belonging to each run are shown. Appendix A contains the complete log files
for each scenario.

5.2.1 Family

In the first scenario, a regular Muslim family occupies the house; the husband
Ubaydullah, the wife Nusrah and the child Qabeel. On starting the scenario,
none of the agents’ plans get a utility above the threshold of zero, resulting in
them staying idle inside the house.

When we simulate a door knock, eventually the door is opened by Ubaydullah.
This is caused by an increase in his curiosity due to the door knock and the
expectation for the action to open the door to decrease the curiosity. Further-
more, we see Nusrah standing veiled, although she was initialized without one.
Let us go through parts of the log file relevant to her actions.
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---------------------------------------------

| Observation processing Nusrah:

---------------------------------------------

Observation ’door(knock)’

| curiosity: 0.0 + 0.2666666666666667

| decency: 1.0 + -0.06666666666666668

The first thing we find is her inferences on the door knock. We find her curiosity
increases, while simultaneously her decency decreases a little. To compensate
for these effects, she could either open the door (decrease curiosity) or veil
herself (increase decency). Below we find the log for her plan deliberation.

---------------------------------------------

| Plan deliberation Nusrah:

---------------------------------------------

Retrieving current state utilities:

| threat_family: 0.0

| curiosity: 0.2666666666666667

| threat: 0.0

| decency: 0.9333333333333333

Retrieving dynamic modifiers:

| person: 3.0

| islam: 3.0

| family: 3.0

Retrieving applicable plans:

| person.open_door

| islam.veil

| family.protect_child

Calculating plan utilities:

| person.open_door: -2.2222222222222143

| family.protect_child: 0.0

| islam.veil: 2.2222222222222237

Dispatching goal:

| islam.perform veil

The first lines show the current state utilities. Afterwards, the dynamic mod-
ifiers are printed, which all are calculated to be 3. Three plans can then be
applied; besides opening the door or veiling herself, she could also protect her
child. For each of these plans a utility is calculated. Opening the door re-
ceives a negative utility. Although the plan decreases curiosity, the negative
side-effect of opening the door due to her Islamic group (a decrease in decency)
weighs more heavily. Protecting her child is currently expected to have no
effects, either negative or positive. The only effect we modelled is that of a
decrease in threat family, however there is currently no threat to her family.
The final plan, veil, does result in a positive utility. While it does not decrease
curiosity, it does increase decency without any negative effects. Therefore, the
plan to veil herself is selected.
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---------------------------------------------

| Observation processing Nusrah:

---------------------------------------------

Observation ’veil(true)’

| Belief veiled set to true

| decency: 0.9333333333333333 + 0.06666666666666668

Based on the observation that she veiled herself, her decency is restored again.
Afterwards, another round of plan deliberation takes place. Now, veiling is
not an applicable plan anymore. The utilities of the remaining plans stay
unchanged. The negative effects of opening the door still do not outweigh the
decrease in decency and protecting her child is expected to have no effects.
Thus, no plan has a utility above 0 and Nusrah decides to remain idle.

As Ubaydullah does not experience the negative side-effects of opening the
door, he does perform this plan. After having opened the door, each of the
family members observe the door being opened and an armed soldier standing
there. Now we see Ubaydullah moving towards Nusrah to protect her, and in
turn Nusrah moves towards Qabeel to protect him. Qabeel himself does not
show any actions, although we might expect him to get curious. Below are his
inferences for the observation of a soldier.

---------------------------------------------

| Observation processing Qabeel:

---------------------------------------------

Observation ’see(soldier)’

| curiosity: 0.0 + 0.06666666666666668

| Belief unknown_person set to soldier

Observation ’door(open)’

| failed: no inferences

---------------------------------------------

| Plan deliberation Qabeel:

---------------------------------------------

Retrieving current state utilities:

| curiosity: 0.06666666666666668

| threat: 0.0

Retrieving dynamic modifiers:

| person: 3.0

| islam: 3.0

| family: 3.0

Retrieving applicable plans:

| person.investigate

| person.die

Calculating plan utilities:

| person.investigate: -0.44444444444444287
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Figure 5.1: User interface for the first scenario, showing the situation after
having knocked on the door.

Dispatching goal:

| perform idle

We find Qabeel does get curious from seeing the soldier and sets a belief of
the soldier being an unknown person. Based on the door opening, Qabeel does
not make any inferences. However, if we further look at the log files, we find
a negative utility for the plan to investigate of -0.444. Thus, seeing a soldier
alone does not increase curiosity enough such that the threat of approaching
the unknown person is outweighed by the decrease in curiosity and therefore
Qabeel still remains idle.

For both Ubaydullah and Nusrah seeing the soldier increases the threat on
them as well as on their family. With only a plan to protect their family, both
of them decide to do so as it is expected to decrease the threat on their family
members. Figure 5.1 shows the interface after all actions have been performed.
At this point, both Nusrah and Qabeel are protected and therefore shown less
visible, leaving the options to enter the house or shoot Ubaydullah for the user.

5.2.2 Family, 1 militia soldier

In the second scenario, we replaced Ubaydullah with Abdullah; also a Muslim
family man, but with ties to a militia group. Here, we hope to see different
behaviour from Abdullah compared with that of Ubaydullah. After having
started the scenario, each agent remains idle with no plan that starts with
a utility above 0. We will now only focus on Abdullah and his observation
inferences for the door knock are shown below.
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---------------------------------------------

| Observation processing Abdullah:

---------------------------------------------

Observation ’door(knock)’

| curiosity: 0.0 + 0.24000000000000005

| threat: 0.0 + 0.02

Where Ubaydullah only inferred an increase in curiosity, Abdullah also infers
an increase in threat. However, the increase is very slight, as the dynamic
modifier of the militia group is only 1 compared to 3 for the other prototypes
on top of an already low effect on threat. Below, plan deliberation is shown
after these inferences have been made.

---------------------------------------------

| Plan deliberation Abdullah:

---------------------------------------------

Retrieving current state utilities:

| threat_family: 0.0

| curiosity: 0.24000000000000005

| threat: 0.02

Retrieving dynamic modifiers:

| person: 3.0

| islam: 3.0

| family: 3.0

| militia: 1.0

Retrieving applicable plans:

| person.open_door

| family.protect_wife

| militia.get_weapon

Calculating plan utilities:

| family.protect_wife: 0.0

| person.open_door: 0.5

| militia.get_weapon: 0.65

Dispatching goal:

| militia.perform get_weapon

Recall the example given in the final section of Chapter 3 on calculating plan
utilities. Here, we find that example in our logs. Besides the plans to open
the door and get a weapon, our agent can also protect his wife. However, that
plan has no expected effects at this moment and receives a utility of 0. For
the other two plans, getting a weapon is slightly better than opening the door.
This is mainly caused by an expected increase of threat from opening the door
(stemming from the militia group), which weighs heavily in both the person
and family group. Therefore, the plan to get a weapon has a higher utility,
although it only decreases the threat very little, the importance of that state
makes this plan more preferable.
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Figure 5.2: User interface for the second scenario, showing the situation after
having knocked on the door.

---------------------------------------------

| Observation processing Abdullah:

---------------------------------------------

Observation ’get(weapon)’

| threat: 0.02 + -0.02

| Belief weapon set to true

When Abdullah has picked up his weapon, threat is restored to 0 and the belief
weapon is set to true. Although opening the door might also increase threat,
the decrease in curiosity outweighs this negative effect, mainly due to the lower
dynamic modifier for the militia group. Thus, after having picked up a weapon,
Abdullah will still open the door and the interface shows the family now with
an armed husband.

The remainder of the scenario plays out similar to the previous. Nusrah pro-
tects her child and Abdullah protects his wife. Abdullah might have chosen
here to shoot at the enemy. However, starting a gun fight increases the threat
on his family, which is undesired with his family around. Figure 5.2 shows the
interface at this point in time, which compared to the previous scenario only
differs in Abdullah holding a gun.

5.2.3 Militia, 1 family man

In the third scenario, Abdullah does not have his family near, but some fellow
militia soldiers. This causes a change in the dynamic modifiers and possibly a
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change in Abdullah’s behaviour. Let us reconsider his observation inferences
based on the door knock.

---------------------------------------------

| Observation processing Abdullah:

---------------------------------------------

Observation ’door(knock)’

| curiosity: 0.0 + 0.30000000000000004

| threat: 0.0 + 0.07500000000000001

We find both a high increase in curiosity and a low increase in threat, however
the difference is smaller compared to the previous scenario. This is due to
the changed context which now raises the importance of the inferences stem-
ming from the militia group (threat). We now look at the plan deliberation of
Abdullah based on these state utilities.

---------------------------------------------

| Plan deliberation Abdullah:

---------------------------------------------

Retrieving current state utilities:

| threat_family: 0.0

| curiosity: 0.30000000000000004

| threat: 0.07500000000000001

Retrieving dynamic modifiers:

| person: 3.0

| islam: 1.0

| family: 1.0

| militia: 3.0

Retrieving applicable plans:

| person.open_door

| militia.get_weapon

Calculating plan utilities:

| person.open_door: -7.031249999999995

| militia.get_weapon: 4.921875000000005

Dispatching goal:

| militia.perform get_weapon

We find that he performs the same plan, retrieving a weapon, but the utilities
for each plan are different. We continue with his observation inferences for
getting a weapon.

---------------------------------------------

| Observation processing Abdullah:

---------------------------------------------

Observation ’get(weapon)’

| Belief weapon set to true

| threat: 0.07500000000000001 + -0.07500000000000001
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Figure 5.3: User interface for the third scenario, showing the situation after
having knocked on the door and afterwards broken the door down.

The threat decreases to zero, the belief weapon is set to true and curiosity
remains unaffected. In the previous scenario, Abdullah chose to open the door
at this point. Now however, the corresponding plan utility is negative and
therefore not selected for execution. Thus, after having knocked on the door,
Abdullah retrieves a weapon and does not open the door afterwards. In fact,
none of the agents open the door and it remains closed in this scenario.

When the user now decides to break down the door, each of the agents observes
the soldier. Where in the previous scenario Abdullah did not shoot at the
soldier, here he does as do the other agents. Figure 5.3 shows each of the
agents shooting at the user, after the user has knocked on the door and broken
it down when it was not opened by any of the agents.





Chapter 6

Discussion

In the previous chapters, we have proposed a model to define role prototypes
and create agents who behave according to a combination of these roles; we
have made an implementation of this model in Jadex; and finally we have
shown a small-scale example within this implementation. In this chapter, we
will go through each of these steps, starting with the final example and work
our way back, discussing the relevant findings.

6.1 Application

Using three slightly different scenarios, we investigated whether or not an agent
would behave differently with a different combination of roles and whether a
different context has an effect on the behaviour of the agent. Below, we first
expand on our experiences during the instantiation of the model, after which
the results of this instantiation are discussed.

6.1.1 Instantiation

For our model to be useful, we need also to discuss the efforts required to
create this example. During the development of that example, some notable
discoveries were made. Foremost, we needed to pay close attention to the states
we wanted to use for our prototypes. After having identified the correct states
that supported the desired context, most of the work had been done.

However, identifying these states was not simple. We needed to consider very
carefully the motivations for a person to perform a certain plan. In our final
instantiation we used curiosity, threat, threat family and decency. A number
of example states we eventually we did not use are hospitality, fear and safety.
Although some of them might seem closely related, using wrong states or too
many states does cause confusion when modelling, resulting in undesired be-
haviour. On the upside, when we were satisfied with the correct set of states,
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modelling the prototypes went prosperous as defining plans, actions and their
effects on states for the different roles was very intuitive.

With a satisfactory set of states, modelling the prototypes was done by cre-
ating tables as shown in the previous chapter. With only a small example in
mind, a limited set of effects and utilities (low, medium, high) was sufficient
and the initially chosen values generated desired behaviour well as discussed
below. Furthermore, modelling was limited to a small set of plans and actions
required to create some conflicts. No efforts have yet been made to expand this
instantiation to a more realistic reflection of the roles. Whether a limited set
of values is sufficient for larger and more realistic instantiations is unknown,
but it did help to create prototypes using intuitive notions instead of seemingly
arbitrary numbers.

There was one limitation we came across while modelling the action effects. It
was not possible to create conditional action effects, which in some cases might
be useful. For example, we could not say, considering a Muslim woman, that
opening the door would only be an indecent action to do when unveiled. In our
case this limitation did not prove to be a problem, however we expect there
are situations in which such conditional action effects will be desirable.

6.1.2 Scenario results

Above, we discussed the processes involved in defining the role prototypes.
Using three slightly different scenarios, we investigated whether or not these
prototypes can be used as building blocks for an agent. Each agent is composed
of a number of prototypes and expected to perform actions fitting with those
roles and the other agents present (whose roles represent the current context).

The first finding is that in each scenario, each of the agents was able to decide
on a course of action independent from any conflicts between roles. More
important however is whether or not a trainee interprets these actions of the
agents as believable and the actions themselves are a good reflection of the
agents’ social groups and the current context.

Take Nusrah for example, a Muslim family woman. Due to her role of being an
Islamic woman, it is indecent for her to open the door, creating a conflict with
wanting to open the door when someone knocks on the door. Based on relative
importance of her roles and states, she decides not to open the door. Another
example of different behaviour is visible between Ubaydullah and Abdullah.
Abdullah, who differs from Ubaydullah by being part of a militia, does not
immediately open the door as Ubaydullah, but first picks up a weapon. Here,
we find not only a decision between roles, but a combination of behaviours
from different roles.

A second aspect is that of the relevance of the context. Comparing the be-
haviours of Abdullah in the second and third scenario clearly shows deviant
behaviour based only on different agents being present. Whereas he behaves
more according to his family / person role in the second scenario, in the third
scenario we only notice his militia connection.

Although the possibilities for our agents in these scenarios are very limited, we
did find different behaviours related to prototypes agents incorporated as well
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as an effect on their actions due to the dynamic modifiers depicting the current
context. It seems that by creating an agent using his roles as building blocks,
behaviour is generated reflecting his social groups.

6.2 Implementation

With respect to the implementation, we need to discuss both the implementa-
tion and the interfacing of our model. We chose to use Jadex as the supporting
software for the model. The following section discusses both the pros and cons
of this decision as well as generic difficulties encountered while implementing
the model. For visualisation, we mainly used the South Park interface. We did
not use Virtual Battlespace as discussed in Section 4.4.2 (page 42), therefore
here we only expand on the South Park interface.

6.2.1 Model

Jadex is a software package to model BDI-agents. Although our model does
not follow this structure, we decided to use it mainly for its capability concept
which mapped very well onto our role prototypes. Although there were some
difficulties with Jadex, many of the concepts we used could be fitted into a
BDI framework. Furthermore, the use of Java for plans provided much flex-
ibility which we could use to implement the observation processing and plan
deliberation. And with every role prototype modelled as a capability, creating
agents from a combination of prototypes was as simple as adding a capability
to an agent in Jadex.

However, Jadex proved more difficult to use when it came to implementing
non-standard methods into an agent. Documentation was lacking in this area
and with a package which is still in development, many problems occurred. For
one, there were some errors in the latest release candidate, forcing us to use a
newer, less stable version. However, although that version fixed our problem,
many minor changes are still being made to the software and the most recent
version does not support our implementation anymore. Thus, although Jadex
supports most of our needs, the software is still not in a mature state and
documentation is lacking for the less standard operations.

Implementing most of the static concepts of the model went easily as they
could be taken straight from the formal model and put into a belief or plan
within Jadex. For example, states were implemented as a type of beliefs and
to provide the flexibility for the observation inferences, we used a Java plan to
be able to implement every inference no matter the amount of detail.

However, when it came to implementing the dynamic aspects of the model,
some more decisions had to be made. We implemented a single plan which
mimicked the deliberation cycle of the agent, going through observation pro-
cessing, plan deliberation and executing the chosen plan. This resulted in a
committed agent, executing the chosen plan without reconsideration. Further-
more, we implemented a threshold which restricts the agent from performing
a plan with a lower utility. Thus, when no ‘good enough’ plan is available, the
agent will do nothing.
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Moreover, the exact formulae for calculating the dynamic modifiers were un-
defined. In our implementation we chose to calculate these modifiers based on
the number of agents connected to the same social group. However, whether
this is the correct method, and if it is, whether the formula is acceptable needs
further research. For now, this method did prove useful as discussed above and
the model can be implemented to support practical applications.

Another formula had to be implemented for calculating plan utilities. Again a
simple formula is implemented reflecting the relative change in state utilities
to represent the plan utility for a single prototype. Using the weights, these
values are averaged to get the plan utility. We noticed in some occasions a
formula would have been preferred which rates plans higher if they positively
affect states which are currently less optimal. For example, there is currently
no difference between raising a desired state from 0.8 to 1 as opposed to raising
another desired state from 0.2 to 0.4.

6.2.2 South Park interface

To visualize the actions generated by our model, we created an interface using
South Park characters to embody the agent combined with textual information.
Although the realism of such an interface is low, there are nevertheless certain
merits of using this approach compared to that of a more realistic software
package such as Virtual Battlespace 2.

By using cartoon-like images for our agents, we could easily express different
emotions which is more difficult with realistic characters (Alexander et al.,
2005). This way, we were able to illustrate the characters well. However, getting
a real grasp of the actions that are being performed by each agent is more
difficult using only text. Whether such a visualisation would be appropriate
for training applications is doubtful, however it did suffice for illustrating the
power of the model.

6.3 Model

Using the implementation and instantiation of our model, we now discuss our
model which stands at the core of our research. This discussion is divided in
two sections. First, we review the notion of a role prototype and its relation to
social groups. Second, we look more closely at the agent as a combination of
role prototypes and the different processes that an agent performs during his
deliberation cycle.

6.3.1 Role prototype

The basis of our model are the role prototypes. These role prototypes contain
common characteristics of a person who fulfils that role within a particular
social group. As nobody is related to only one social group, we proposed to
model the behaviour of agents as a reflection of the social groups he plays a
role in.
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Although we did come across difficulties identifying the states that drive people
from certain social groups in their actions, we felt that defining social groups
via role prototypes is very well possible. The states give a clear definition
of what is valued within a social group; action effects give a representation
of which plans are accepted sequences of actions by that social group while
simultaneously being able to discourage other actions; plans defined for each
role separately enable specific behaviour for a certain group to be expressed;
and finally observation inferences provided separately with each role give a
definition of how the world is interpreted from that role. However, a more
in-depth research into social groups is required to create more realistic role
prototypes.

Another point of discussion is the usage of numerical values in our model. It
can be difficult to express the importance of states or the effects of actions in
numerical values and in the end we only used three steps; low, medium and
high. However, to be able to make a comparison between different groups we
felt it was a necessity to add a quantitative aspect to the model. Furthermore,
with commonly used terms such as ‘cultural values’ it is not that big of a leap
to assign numerical values to social groups. The question remains whether as-
signing values will become problematic when more complex roles are formalized
using this model.

6.3.2 Agent

An agent can be instantiated by assigning a number of role prototypes, a
relative importance of these roles and an initial configuration. It is even that
straightforward that an agent could be defined via a simple interface by anyone
without technical knowledge. Therefore, this model is convenient for applica-
tions were different agents need to be created on a regular basis, without the
need for difficult instructions or technical support.

However, this approach does lack in adding a personality to each individual
agent as it ‘only’ reflects the different social groups. In our opinion, this can
be easily overcome by adding a ‘personality role’. In its most simple form, this
could change the relative importance of the different states to reflect a certain
personality. More complex, action effects can be added and even personal plans,
but this would become rather difficult to do without a deeper understanding
of the model.





Chapter 7

Conclusion

We have now reached the final chapter of this research. All that remains is
to reconsider our research questions and take a look at possible directions for
future research.

7.1 Research questions

In Section 1.1 a number of research questions were stated. As a reminder,
these questions pointed our research in the direction of creating agents whose
behaviour reflected that of different social groups, figuring out how an agent can
cope with conflicts between such groups and evaluating the resulting behaviour
of such agents. We now go through our conclusions with respect to these
questions.

To model social groups, we used the roles people fulfil in such groups. Based
on models by Solomon et al. (2008) and Bulitko et al. (2008), we defined role
prototypes. In these role prototypes states are used to represent which attitudes
are valued by the social group. Furthermore, action effects guide behaviour by
stating the expected effects of different actions. Despite the small size of the
example provided in Chapter 5, the agents showed behaviour relating to their
social groups. They not only acted on one particular group, they even combined
different behaviours of multiple groups.

To create this example scenario, we defined formulas for different calculations
in the model. We used the number of agents with similar roles to generate
dynamic modifiers, calculated prototype weights as a weighted average of the
dynamic and static modifiers and applied effects as a simple multiplication with
that weight. Using such formulas the agent was able to decide which plan to
execute, even in case of conflicts, as it could select the plan with the highest
utility. Therefore we feel that such a quantitative approach using states and
action effects is effective in resolving conflicts.
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The final question we hoped to answer is whether or not the behaviour shown
by the agents would be convincing as a person related to similar social groups.
We do not give a definitive answer to this question, as we feel that the example
we created to show results using the model is too limited to do so. However, the
first impressions are positive, already in this small example seeing behaviours
in a single agent from multiple social groups simultaneously.

With this in mind, we conclude this model is worthy of future research. The
first steps have been made towards a training application for which role pro-
totypes of social groups need to be modelled. These role prototypes can be
combined to easily create agents suited for a specific training scenario. When
a different setting is required for a training, role prototypes can be reused and
only when necessary new prototypes have to be made from scratch.

7.2 Future research

Above, we concluded that our example was on a too small scale to give any
definitive answers whether our agents are convincing representations of a person
related to such social groups. Therefore, it is important to create a large
enough instantiation of this model for future research. Using this instantiation,
experiments can be performed to investigate how people interpret the actions
of such agents; does it seem natural and does it seem believable for the different
roles of the agent? For this, experiments using human (expert) subjects are
required to evaluate the behaviors of the agents. Another approach might
be to use two different models and compare our model to one without social
groups. Yet another approach might be to investigate whether people are able
to recognize the social groups an agent is connected to.

A more psychological path for future research can focus on the relation with
human and organisational psychology. Is it possible to find out which states are
relevant for social groups, what their utilities are and whether these utilities
are static or could change over time? Are the expected action effects always
the same, how different roles interact if there are conflicting inferences on the
same state or belief and how the context modifies the importance of different
roles? For now, these aspects have been identified as relevant, but the actual
formulas and values do not have any real ground. Besides experimenting with
the current implementation, one line of research could also focus on grounding
these aspects in psychology.

Another interesting line of research might be on how to incorporate personality
or emotion into the model. Personality for example could be modelled as a
separate role, varying the different utilities of the states independent of any
role. It could even be desirable to implement personal action effects or plans.
Emotion could be incorporated more into the model by relating the current
utilities of states to different emotions. For example a high threat could invoke
fear. Such emotions can in turn be used in plan deliberation. Or we could
simply use states as preconditions for plans.

Finally, we made a separation between the observation functions and the ex-
pected action effects. This opens up a field for learning agents. For example,
when an agent expects different results from an action then he observes each
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time, he can learn and adjust his expectations. This would imply a different
set of action effects, and thereby possibly changing his behaviour over time.

As might have become clear, the model we described here is nowhere near final.
Many aspects of this model can use further research to find better implemen-
tations or validate the current implementation. However, we do feel that even
with this implementation we have shown the potential of this type of modelling
and hope this model can be improved further with more research.
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Appendix A

Scenario logs

A.1 Family

---------------------------------------------

| Initializing Nusrah:

---------------------------------------------

Retrieving valid social groups:

| person

| islam

| family

Retrieving plan actions for Adult:

| open_door: [move_to(at_the_door), open(door)]

Retrieving intrinsic utilities for Adult:

| curiosity: -1

| threat: -3

Retrieving plan actions for IslamWoman:

| veil: [veil(true)]

Retrieving intrinsic utilities for IslamWoman:

| decency: 3

Retrieving plan actions for FamilyWoman:

| protect_child: [move_to(child), protect(child)]

Retrieving intrinsic utilities for FamilyWoman:

| threat_family: -3

Retrieving action effects:

| (person) open(door) -0.8 curiosity

| (islam) open(door) -0.4 decency

| (islam) veil(true) 0.4 decency
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| (family) protect -0.4 threat_family

Retrieving static modifiers:

Accessing mediator-agent:

| MediatorService_#17@Mediator@SamsungQ530_e4e

---------------------------------------------

| Initializing Qabeel:

---------------------------------------------

Retrieving valid social groups:

| person

| islam

| family

Retrieving plan actions for Child:

| investigate: [move_to(unknown), investigate(unknown)]

Retrieving intrinsic utilities for Child:

| curiosity: -2

| threat: -3

Retrieving plan actions for IslamEmpty:

Retrieving intrinsic utilities for IslamEmpty:

Retrieving plan actions for FamilyEmpty:

Retrieving intrinsic utilities for FamilyEmpty:

Retrieving action effects:

| (person) investigate(unknown) -0.4 curiosity

| (person) move_to(unknown) 0.2 threat

Retrieving static modifiers:

Accessing mediator-agent:

| MediatorService_#17@Mediator@SamsungQ530_e4e

---------------------------------------------

| Initializing Ubaydullah:

---------------------------------------------

Retrieving valid social groups:

| person

| islam

| family

Retrieving plan actions for Adult:

| open_door: [move_to(at_the_door), open(door)]
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Retrieving intrinsic utilities for Adult:

| curiosity: -1

| threat: -3

Retrieving plan actions for IslamEmpty:

Retrieving intrinsic utilities for IslamEmpty:

Retrieving plan actions for FamilyMan:

| protect_wife: [move_to(wife), protect(wife)]

Retrieving intrinsic utilities for FamilyMan:

| threat_family: -2

Retrieving action effects:

| (person) open(door) -0.8 curiosity

| (family) protect -0.4 threat_family

| (family) shoot 0.8 threat_family

Retrieving static modifiers:

Accessing mediator-agent:

| MediatorService_#17@Mediator@SamsungQ530_e4e

--> Agent Ubaydullah is active.

--> Agent Nusrah is active.

--> Agent Qabeel is active.

---------------------------------------------

| Plan deliberation Qabeel:

---------------------------------------------

Retrieving current state utilities:

| curiosity: 0.0

| threat: 0.0

Retrieving dynamic modifiers:

| person: 3.0

| islam: 3.0

| family: 3.0

Retrieving applicable plans:

| person.die

Calculating plan utilities:

Dispatching goal:

| perform idle

---------------------------------------------

| Plan deliberation Ubaydullah:

---------------------------------------------
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Retrieving current state utilities:

| threat: 0.0

| curiosity: 0.0

| threat_family: 0.0

Retrieving dynamic modifiers:

| person: 3.0

| islam: 3.0

| family: 3.0

Retrieving applicable plans:

| person.open_door

| family.protect_wife

Calculating plan utilities:

| person.open_door: 0.0

| family.protect_wife: 0.0

Dispatching goal:

| perform idle

---------------------------------------------

| Plan deliberation Nusrah:

---------------------------------------------

Retrieving current state utilities:

| threat: 0.0

| curiosity: 0.0

| decency: 1.0

| threat_family: 0.0

Retrieving dynamic modifiers:

| person: 3.0

| islam: 3.0

| family: 3.0

Retrieving applicable plans:

| person.open_door

| islam.veil

| family.protect_child

Calculating plan utilities:

| person.open_door: -4.444444444444443

| islam.veil: 0.0

| family.protect_child: 0.0

Dispatching goal:

| perform idle

---------------------------------------------

| Observation processing Ubaydullah:

---------------------------------------------
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Observation ’knock(door)’

| curiosity: 0.0 + 0.2666666666666667

---------------------------------------------

| Plan deliberation Ubaydullah:

---------------------------------------------

Retrieving current state utilities:

| threat_family: 0.0

| curiosity: 0.2666666666666667

| threat: 0.0

Retrieving dynamic modifiers:

| person: 3.0

| islam: 3.0

| family: 3.0

Retrieving applicable plans:

| person.open_door

| family.protect_wife

Calculating plan utilities:

| family.protect_wife: 0.0

| person.open_door: 2.2222222222222237

Dispatching goal:

| person.perform open_door

---------------------------------------------

| Observation processing Nusrah:

---------------------------------------------

Observation ’knock(door)’

| curiosity: 0.0 + 0.2666666666666667

| decency: 1.0 + -0.06666666666666668

---------------------------------------------

| Plan deliberation Nusrah:

---------------------------------------------

Retrieving current state utilities:

| threat_family: 0.0

| curiosity: 0.2666666666666667

| threat: 0.0

| decency: 0.9333333333333333

Retrieving dynamic modifiers:

| person: 3.0

| islam: 3.0

| family: 3.0
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Retrieving applicable plans:

| person.open_door

| islam.veil

| family.protect_child

Calculating plan utilities:

| person.open_door: -2.2222222222222143

| family.protect_child: 0.0

| islam.veil: 2.2222222222222237

Dispatching goal:

| islam.perform veil

---------------------------------------------

| Observation processing Nusrah:

---------------------------------------------

Observation ’veil(true)’

| Belief veiled set to true

| decency: 0.9333333333333333 + 0.06666666666666668

---------------------------------------------

| Plan deliberation Nusrah:

---------------------------------------------

Retrieving current state utilities:

| curiosity: 0.2666666666666667

| threat_family: 0.0

| threat: 0.0

| decency: 1.0

Retrieving dynamic modifiers:

| person: 3.0

| islam: 3.0

| family: 3.0

Retrieving applicable plans:

| person.open_door

| family.protect_child

Calculating plan utilities:

| person.open_door: -2.222222222222219

| family.protect_child: 0.0

Dispatching goal:

| perform idle

---------------------------------------------

| Observation processing Qabeel:

---------------------------------------------
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Observation ’see(soldier)’

| Belief unknown_person set to soldier

| curiosity: 0.0 + 0.06666666666666668

Observation ’open(door)’

| failed: no inferences

---------------------------------------------

| Observation processing Nusrah:

---------------------------------------------

Observation ’see(soldier)’

| threat: 0.0 + 0.06666666666666668

| threat_family: 0.0 + 0.13333333333333336

Observation ’open(door)’

| Belief door_open set to true

| curiosity: 0.2666666666666667 + -0.2666666666666667

---------------------------------------------

| Plan deliberation Qabeel:

---------------------------------------------

Retrieving current state utilities:

| curiosity: 0.06666666666666668

| threat: 0.0

Retrieving dynamic modifiers:

| person: 3.0

| islam: 3.0

| family: 3.0

Retrieving applicable plans:

| person.investigate

| person.die

Calculating plan utilities:

| person.investigate: -0.44444444444444287

Dispatching goal:

| perform idle

---------------------------------------------

| Plan deliberation Nusrah:

---------------------------------------------

Retrieving current state utilities:

| threat_family: 0.13333333333333336

| curiosity: 0.0

| threat: 0.06666666666666668

| decency: 1.0
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Retrieving dynamic modifiers:

| person: 3.0

| islam: 3.0

| family: 3.0

Retrieving applicable plans:

| family.protect_child

Calculating plan utilities:

| family.protect_child: 4.444444444444443

Dispatching goal:

| family.perform protect_child

---------------------------------------------

| Observation processing Ubaydullah:

---------------------------------------------

Observation ’see(soldier)’

| threat: 0.0 + 0.06666666666666668

| threat_family: 0.0 + 0.06666666666666668

Observation ’open(door)’

| curiosity: 0.2666666666666667 + -0.2666666666666667

| Belief door_open set to true

---------------------------------------------

| Plan deliberation Ubaydullah:

---------------------------------------------

Retrieving current state utilities:

| curiosity: 0.0

| threat_family: 0.06666666666666668

| threat: 0.06666666666666668

Retrieving dynamic modifiers:

| person: 3.0

| islam: 3.0

| family: 3.0

Retrieving applicable plans:

| family.protect_wife

Calculating plan utilities:

| family.protect_wife: 2.2222222222222237

Dispatching goal:

| family.perform protect_wife
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A.2 Family, 1 militia soldier

---------------------------------------------

| Initializing Nusrah:

---------------------------------------------

Retrieving valid social groups:

| person

| islam

| family

Retrieving plan actions for Adult:

| open_door: [move_to(at_the_door), open(door)]

Retrieving intrinsic utilities for Adult:

| curiosity: -1

| threat: -3

Retrieving plan actions for IslamWoman:

| veil: [veil(true)]

Retrieving intrinsic utilities for IslamWoman:

| decency: 3

Retrieving plan actions for FamilyWoman:

| protect_child: [move_to(child), protect(child)]

Retrieving intrinsic utilities for FamilyWoman:

| threat_family: -3

Retrieving action effects:

| (person) open(door) -0.8 curiosity

| (islam) open(door) -0.4 decency

| (islam) veil(true) 0.4 decency

| (family) protect -0.4 threat_family

Retrieving static modifiers:

Accessing mediator-agent:

| MediatorService_#17@Mediator@SamsungQ530_a22

---------------------------------------------

| Initializing Abdullah:

---------------------------------------------

Retrieving valid social groups:

| person

| islam

| family

| militia

Retrieving plan actions for Adult:

| open_door: [move_to(at_the_door), open(door)]
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Retrieving intrinsic utilities for Adult:

| curiosity: -1

| threat: -3

Retrieving plan actions for IslamEmpty:

Retrieving intrinsic utilities for IslamEmpty:

Retrieving plan actions for FamilyMan:

| protect_wife: [move_to(wife), protect(wife)]

Retrieving intrinsic utilities for FamilyMan:

| threat_family: -2

Retrieving plan actions for Soldier:

| get_weapon: [move_to(weapon), get(weapon)]

| shoot: [shoot(soldier)]

Retrieving intrinsic utilities for Soldier:

| threat: -3

Retrieving action effects:

| (person) open(door) -0.8 curiosity

| (family) protect -0.4 threat_family

| (family) shoot 0.8 threat_family

| (militia) get(weapon) -0.2 threat

| (militia) open(door) 0.4 threat

| (militia) shoot(soldier) -0.8 threat

Retrieving static modifiers:

Accessing mediator-agent:

| MediatorService_#17@Mediator@SamsungQ530_a22

---------------------------------------------

| Initializing Qabeel:

---------------------------------------------

Retrieving valid social groups:

| person

| islam

| family

Retrieving plan actions for Child:

| investigate: [move_to(unknown), investigate(unknown)]

Retrieving intrinsic utilities for Child:

| curiosity: -2

| threat: -3

Retrieving plan actions for IslamEmpty:
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Retrieving intrinsic utilities for IslamEmpty:

Retrieving plan actions for FamilyEmpty:

Retrieving intrinsic utilities for FamilyEmpty:

Retrieving action effects:

| (person) investigate(unknown) -0.4 curiosity

| (person) move_to(unknown) 0.2 threat

Retrieving static modifiers:

Accessing mediator-agent:

| MediatorService_#17@Mediator@SamsungQ530_a22

--> Agent Nusrah is active.

--> Agent Qabeel is active.

--> Agent Abdullah is active.

---------------------------------------------

| Plan deliberation Qabeel:

---------------------------------------------

Retrieving current state utilities:

| curiosity: 0.0

| threat: 0.0

Retrieving dynamic modifiers:

| person: 3.0

| islam: 3.0

| family: 3.0

Retrieving applicable plans:

| person.die

Calculating plan utilities:

Dispatching goal:

| perform idle

---------------------------------------------

| Plan deliberation Nusrah:

---------------------------------------------

Retrieving current state utilities:

| threat: 0.0

| curiosity: 0.0

| decency: 1.0

| threat_family: 0.0

Retrieving dynamic modifiers:

| person: 3.0

| islam: 3.0
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| family: 3.0

Retrieving applicable plans:

| person.open_door

| islam.veil

| family.protect_child

Calculating plan utilities:

| person.open_door: -4.444444444444443

| islam.veil: 0.0

| family.protect_child: 0.0

Dispatching goal:

| perform idle

---------------------------------------------

| Plan deliberation Abdullah:

---------------------------------------------

Retrieving current state utilities:

| threat: 0.0

| curiosity: 0.0

| threat_family: 0.0

Retrieving dynamic modifiers:

| person: 3.0

| islam: 3.0

| family: 3.0

| militia: 1.0

Retrieving applicable plans:

| person.open_door

| family.protect_wife

| militia.get_weapon

Calculating plan utilities:

| person.open_door: -1.3

| family.protect_wife: 0.0

| militia.get_weapon: 0.0

Dispatching goal:

| perform idle

---------------------------------------------

| Observation processing Nusrah:

---------------------------------------------

Observation ’knock(door)’

| curiosity: 0.0 + 0.2666666666666667

| decency: 1.0 + -0.06666666666666668
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---------------------------------------------

| Observation processing Abdullah:

---------------------------------------------

Observation ’knock(door)’

| curiosity: 0.0 + 0.24000000000000005

| threat: 0.0 + 0.02

---------------------------------------------

| Plan deliberation Nusrah:

---------------------------------------------

Retrieving current state utilities:

| threat_family: 0.0

| curiosity: 0.2666666666666667

| threat: 0.0

| decency: 0.9333333333333333

Retrieving dynamic modifiers:

| person: 3.0

| islam: 3.0

| family: 3.0

Retrieving applicable plans:

| person.open_door

| islam.veil

| family.protect_child

Calculating plan utilities:

| person.open_door: -2.2222222222222143

| family.protect_child: 0.0

| islam.veil: 2.2222222222222237

Dispatching goal:

| islam.perform veil

---------------------------------------------

| Plan deliberation Abdullah:

---------------------------------------------

Retrieving current state utilities:

| threat_family: 0.0

| curiosity: 0.24000000000000005

| threat: 0.02

Retrieving dynamic modifiers:

| person: 3.0

| islam: 3.0

| family: 3.0

| militia: 1.0

Retrieving applicable plans:
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| person.open_door

| family.protect_wife

| militia.get_weapon

Calculating plan utilities:

| family.protect_wife: 0.0

| person.open_door: 0.5

| militia.get_weapon: 0.65

Dispatching goal:

| militia.perform get_weapon

---------------------------------------------

| Observation processing Nusrah:

---------------------------------------------

Observation ’veil(true)’

| decency: 0.9333333333333333 + 0.06666666666666668

| Belief veiled set to true

---------------------------------------------

| Plan deliberation Nusrah:

---------------------------------------------

Retrieving current state utilities:

| curiosity: 0.2666666666666667

| threat_family: 0.0

| threat: 0.0

| decency: 1.0

Retrieving dynamic modifiers:

| person: 3.0

| islam: 3.0

| family: 3.0

Retrieving applicable plans:

| person.open_door

| family.protect_child

Calculating plan utilities:

| person.open_door: -2.222222222222219

| family.protect_child: 0.0

Dispatching goal:

| perform idle

---------------------------------------------

| Observation processing Abdullah:

---------------------------------------------

Observation ’get(weapon)’
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| Belief weapon set to true

| threat: 0.02 + -0.02

---------------------------------------------

| Plan deliberation Abdullah:

---------------------------------------------

Retrieving current state utilities:

| curiosity: 0.24000000000000005

| threat_family: 0.0

| threat: 0.0

Retrieving dynamic modifiers:

| person: 3.0

| islam: 3.0

| family: 3.0

| militia: 1.0

Retrieving applicable plans:

| person.open_door

| family.protect_wife

Calculating plan utilities:

| family.protect_wife: 0.0

| person.open_door: 0.5

Dispatching goal:

| person.perform open_door

---------------------------------------------

| Observation processing Qabeel:

---------------------------------------------

Observation ’see(soldier)’

| curiosity: 0.0 + 0.06666666666666668

| Belief unknown_person set to soldier

Observation ’open(door)’

| failed: no inferences

---------------------------------------------

| Observation processing Nusrah:

---------------------------------------------

Observation ’see(soldier)’

| threat: 0.0 + 0.06666666666666668

| threat_family: 0.0 + 0.13333333333333336

Observation ’open(door)’

| Belief door_open set to true

| curiosity: 0.2666666666666667 + -0.2666666666666667
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---------------------------------------------

| Plan deliberation Qabeel:

---------------------------------------------

Retrieving current state utilities:

| curiosity: 0.06666666666666668

| threat: 0.0

Retrieving dynamic modifiers:

| person: 3.0

| islam: 3.0

| family: 3.0

Retrieving applicable plans:

| person.investigate

| person.die

Calculating plan utilities:

| person.investigate: -0.44444444444444287

Dispatching goal:

| perform idle

---------------------------------------------

| Plan deliberation Nusrah:

---------------------------------------------

Retrieving current state utilities:

| threat_family: 0.13333333333333336

| curiosity: 0.0

| threat: 0.06666666666666668

| decency: 1.0

Retrieving dynamic modifiers:

| person: 3.0

| islam: 3.0

| family: 3.0

Retrieving applicable plans:

| family.protect_child

Calculating plan utilities:

| family.protect_child: 4.444444444444443

Dispatching goal:

| family.perform protect_child

---------------------------------------------

| Observation processing Abdullah:

---------------------------------------------
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Observation ’see(soldier)’

| threat: 0.0 + 0.14

| threat_family: 0.0 + 0.06000000000000001

| Belief enemy_present set to true

Observation ’open(door)’

| curiosity: 0.24000000000000005 + -0.24000000000000005

| Belief door_open set to true

| threat: 0.14 + 0.04

---------------------------------------------

| Plan deliberation Abdullah:

---------------------------------------------

Retrieving current state utilities:

| threat_family: 0.06000000000000001

| curiosity: 0.0

| threat: 0.18000000000000002

Retrieving dynamic modifiers:

| person: 3.0

| islam: 3.0

| family: 3.0

| militia: 1.0

Retrieving applicable plans:

| family.protect_wife

| militia.shoot

Calculating plan utilities:

| militia.shoot: -4.6

| family.protect_wife: 1.8

Dispatching goal:

| family.perform protect_wife

A.3 Militia, 1 family man

---------------------------------------------

| Initializing Khadim:

---------------------------------------------

Retrieving valid social groups:

| person

| militia

Retrieving plan actions for Adult:

| open_door: [move_to(at_the_door), open(door)]

Retrieving intrinsic utilities for Adult:

| curiosity: -1

| threat: -3
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Retrieving plan actions for Soldier:

| get_weapon: [move_to(weapon), get(weapon)]

| shoot: [shoot(soldier)]

Retrieving intrinsic utilities for Soldier:

| threat: -3

Retrieving action effects:

| (person) open(door) -0.8 curiosity

| (militia) get(weapon) -0.2 threat

| (militia) open(door) 0.4 threat

| (militia) shoot(soldier) -0.8 threat

Retrieving static modifiers:

Accessing mediator-agent:

| MediatorService_#17@Mediator@SamsungQ530_333

---------------------------------------------

| Initializing Abdullah:

---------------------------------------------

Retrieving valid social groups:

| person

| islam

| family

| militia

Retrieving plan actions for Adult:

| open_door: [move_to(at_the_door), open(door)]

Retrieving intrinsic utilities for Adult:

| curiosity: -1

| threat: -3

Retrieving plan actions for IslamEmpty:

Retrieving intrinsic utilities for IslamEmpty:

Retrieving plan actions for FamilyMan:

| protect_wife: [move_to(wife), protect(wife)]

Retrieving intrinsic utilities for FamilyMan:

| threat_family: -2

Retrieving plan actions for Soldier:

| get_weapon: [move_to(weapon), get(weapon)]

| shoot: [shoot(soldier)]

Retrieving intrinsic utilities for Soldier:

| threat: -3
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Retrieving action effects:

| (person) open(door) -0.8 curiosity

| (family) protect -0.4 threat_family

| (family) shoot 0.8 threat_family

| (militia) get(weapon) -0.2 threat

| (militia) open(door) 0.4 threat

| (militia) shoot(soldier) -0.8 threat

Retrieving static modifiers:

Accessing mediator-agent:

| MediatorService_#17@Mediator@SamsungQ530_333

---------------------------------------------

| Initializing Taymullah:

---------------------------------------------

Retrieving valid social groups:

| person

| militia

Retrieving plan actions for Adult:

| open_door: [move_to(at_the_door), open(door)]

Retrieving intrinsic utilities for Adult:

| curiosity: -1

| threat: -3

Retrieving plan actions for Soldier:

| get_weapon: [move_to(weapon), get(weapon)]

| shoot: [shoot(soldier)]

Retrieving intrinsic utilities for Soldier:

| threat: -3

Retrieving action effects:

| (person) open(door) -0.8 curiosity

| (militia) get(weapon) -0.2 threat

| (militia) open(door) 0.4 threat

| (militia) shoot(soldier) -0.8 threat

Retrieving static modifiers:

Accessing mediator-agent:

| MediatorService_#17@Mediator@SamsungQ530_333

--> Agent Khadim is active.

--> Agent Taymullah is active.

--> Agent Abdullah is active.

---------------------------------------------

| Plan deliberation Taymullah:

---------------------------------------------
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Retrieving current state utilities:

| threat: 0.0

| curiosity: 0.0

Retrieving dynamic modifiers:

| person: 3.0

| militia: 3.0

Retrieving applicable plans:

| person.open_door

| militia.get_weapon

Calculating plan utilities:

| person.open_door: -17.5

| militia.get_weapon: 0.0

Dispatching goal:

| perform idle

---------------------------------------------

| Plan deliberation Khadim:

---------------------------------------------

Retrieving current state utilities:

| threat: 0.0

| curiosity: 0.0

Retrieving dynamic modifiers:

| person: 3.0

| militia: 3.0

Retrieving applicable plans:

| person.open_door

| militia.get_weapon

Calculating plan utilities:

| person.open_door: -17.5

| militia.get_weapon: 0.0

Dispatching goal:

| perform idle

---------------------------------------------

| Plan deliberation Abdullah:

---------------------------------------------

Retrieving current state utilities:

| threat: 0.0

| curiosity: 0.0

| threat_family: 0.0
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Retrieving dynamic modifiers:

| person: 3.0

| islam: 1.0

| family: 1.0

| militia: 3.0

Retrieving applicable plans:

| person.open_door

| militia.get_weapon

Calculating plan utilities:

| person.open_door: -9.84375

| militia.get_weapon: 0.0

Dispatching goal:

| perform idle

---------------------------------------------

| Observation processing Taymullah:

---------------------------------------------

Observation ’knock(door)’

| curiosity: 0.0 + 0.4000000000000001

| threat: 0.0 + 0.10000000000000002

---------------------------------------------

| Observation processing Khadim:

---------------------------------------------

Observation ’knock(door)’

| curiosity: 0.0 + 0.4000000000000001

| threat: 0.0 + 0.10000000000000002

---------------------------------------------

| Observation processing Abdullah:

---------------------------------------------

Observation ’knock(door)’

| curiosity: 0.0 + 0.30000000000000004

| threat: 0.0 + 0.07500000000000001

---------------------------------------------

| Plan deliberation Taymullah:

---------------------------------------------

Retrieving current state utilities:

| curiosity: 0.4000000000000001

| threat: 0.10000000000000002

Retrieving dynamic modifiers:
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| person: 3.0

| militia: 3.0

Retrieving applicable plans:

| person.open_door

| militia.get_weapon

Calculating plan utilities:

| person.open_door: -12.500000000000014

| militia.get_weapon: 8.749999999999993

Dispatching goal:

| militia.perform get_weapon

---------------------------------------------

| Plan deliberation Khadim:

---------------------------------------------

Retrieving current state utilities:

| curiosity: 0.4000000000000001

| threat: 0.10000000000000002

Retrieving dynamic modifiers:

| person: 3.0

| militia: 3.0

Retrieving applicable plans:

| person.open_door

| militia.get_weapon

Calculating plan utilities:

| person.open_door: -12.500000000000014

| militia.get_weapon: 8.749999999999993

Dispatching goal:

| militia.perform get_weapon

---------------------------------------------

| Plan deliberation Abdullah:

---------------------------------------------

Retrieving current state utilities:

| threat_family: 0.0

| curiosity: 0.30000000000000004

| threat: 0.07500000000000001

Retrieving dynamic modifiers:

| person: 3.0

| islam: 1.0

| family: 1.0

| militia: 3.0
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Retrieving applicable plans:

| person.open_door

| militia.get_weapon

Calculating plan utilities:

| person.open_door: -7.031249999999995

| militia.get_weapon: 4.921875000000005

Dispatching goal:

| militia.perform get_weapon

---------------------------------------------

| Observation processing Taymullah:

---------------------------------------------

Observation ’get(weapon)’

| Belief weapon set to true

| threat: 0.10000000000000002 + -0.10000000000000002

---------------------------------------------

| Plan deliberation Taymullah:

---------------------------------------------

Retrieving current state utilities:

| curiosity: 0.4000000000000001

| threat: 0.0

Retrieving dynamic modifiers:

| person: 3.0

| militia: 3.0

Retrieving applicable plans:

| person.open_door

Calculating plan utilities:

| person.open_door: -12.5

Dispatching goal:

| perform idle

---------------------------------------------

| Observation processing Khadim:

---------------------------------------------

Observation ’get(weapon)’

| threat: 0.10000000000000002 + -0.10000000000000002

| Belief weapon set to true

---------------------------------------------

| Plan deliberation Khadim:
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---------------------------------------------

Retrieving current state utilities:

| curiosity: 0.4000000000000001

| threat: 0.0

Retrieving dynamic modifiers:

| person: 3.0

| militia: 3.0

Retrieving applicable plans:

| person.open_door

Calculating plan utilities:

| person.open_door: -12.5

Dispatching goal:

| perform idle

---------------------------------------------

| Observation processing Abdullah:

---------------------------------------------

Observation ’get(weapon)’

| threat: 0.07500000000000001 + -0.07500000000000001

| Belief weapon set to true

---------------------------------------------

| Plan deliberation Abdullah:

---------------------------------------------

Retrieving current state utilities:

| curiosity: 0.30000000000000004

| threat_family: 0.0

| threat: 0.0

Retrieving dynamic modifiers:

| person: 3.0

| islam: 1.0

| family: 1.0

| militia: 3.0

Retrieving applicable plans:

| person.open_door

Calculating plan utilities:

| person.open_door: -7.03125

Dispatching goal:

| perform idle
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---------------------------------------------

| Observation processing Khadim:

---------------------------------------------

Observation ’see(soldier)’

| threat: 0.0 + 0.5000000000000001

| Belief enemy_present set to true

Observation ’break(door)’

| Belief door_open set to true

---------------------------------------------

| Observation processing Taymullah:

---------------------------------------------

Observation ’see(soldier)’

| threat: 0.0 + 0.5000000000000001

| Belief enemy_present set to true

Observation ’break(door)’

| Belief door_open set to true

---------------------------------------------

| Observation processing Abdullah:

---------------------------------------------

Observation ’see(soldier)’

| threat: 0.0 + 0.3750000000000001

| threat_family: 0.0 + 0.025

| Belief enemy_present set to true

Observation ’break(door)’

| Belief door_open set to true

---------------------------------------------

| Plan deliberation Khadim:

---------------------------------------------

Retrieving current state utilities:

| curiosity: 0.4000000000000001

| threat: 0.5000000000000001

Retrieving dynamic modifiers:

| person: 3.0

| militia: 3.0

Retrieving applicable plans:

| militia.shoot

Calculating plan utilities:

| militia.shoot: 35.00000000000001
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Dispatching goal:

| militia.perform shoot

---------------------------------------------

| Plan deliberation Taymullah:

---------------------------------------------

Retrieving current state utilities:

| curiosity: 0.4000000000000001

| threat: 0.5000000000000001

Retrieving dynamic modifiers:

| person: 3.0

| militia: 3.0

Retrieving applicable plans:

| militia.shoot

Calculating plan utilities:

| militia.shoot: 35.00000000000001

Dispatching goal:

| militia.perform shoot

---------------------------------------------

| Plan deliberation Abdullah:

---------------------------------------------

Retrieving current state utilities:

| threat_family: 0.025

| curiosity: 0.30000000000000004

| threat: 0.3750000000000001

Retrieving dynamic modifiers:

| person: 3.0

| islam: 1.0

| family: 1.0

| militia: 3.0

Retrieving applicable plans:

| militia.shoot

Calculating plan utilities:

| militia.shoot: 18.437500000000007

Dispatching goal:

| militia.perform shoot


